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·1· · · · MS. WHITE: Good afternoon again and welcome to the

·2· ·Detroit Board of Commissioners meeting. And I will move

·3· ·into reminders for virtual meeting on Zoom.us for your

·4· ·consideration. A message regarding zoom policies:

·5· ·attendees do not need to identify themselves unless they

·6· ·would like to make a comment. Attendees can phone in to

·7· ·the meeting and phone numbers will be masked by zoom.

·8· · · · If attendees join in by computer without a zoom

·9· ·account, they may be prompted for a name and email. The

10· ·email is not visible to panelists or attendees. This is a

11· ·prompt from zoom, not the city of Detroit. Additionally,

12· ·the email address does not need to be your true email

13· ·address. It can be none@none.com or anything similar will

14· ·be fine for logging in.

15· · · · A reminder about the meeting forum. As a reminder,

16· ·please adhere to the Board's Bylaws and zoom's policies

17· ·of using this forum appropriately. Failure to adhere to

18· ·the policies will result in dismissal from the meeting.

19· ·Accessing zoom platforms requires adherence to all

20· ·policies.

21· · · · Regarding BOPC contact information, for

22· ·administration please dial (313) 596-1830. You may email

23· ·the board of commissioners at bopc@DetroitMi.gov. For

24· ·complaint investigations, please contact the office of

25· ·the chief investigator, the board’s investigative



·1· ·division, to file a non-criminal complaint. And the 24-

·2· ·hour complaint line is: (313) 596-2499. The fax number is

·3· ·(313) 596-1831. And please visit the board’s website at

·4· ·detroitmi.gov/BOPC. Where you can also find important

·5· ·information and file noncriminal complaints.

·6· · · · Regarding BOPC information resources, the city’s

·7· ·website at detroitmi.gov/BOPC to find the meeting

·8· ·calendar minutes, reports, presentations, draft policy

·9· ·directives, video links and much more. You may also join

10· ·the email list for weekly agendas. And you may contact us

11· ·at BOPC@Detroitmi.gov, or you may call (313) 596-1830 and

12· ·provide your email address to get the draft agenda,

13· ·distributed each Tuesday to over 360 people. You may also

14· ·subscribe to GovDelivery where there are over 7,200

15· ·people now receive BOPC news alerts and draft agendas.

16· ·Please also sign up on the Detroitmi.gov homepage for

17· ·more information. Also note the BOPC Zoom link and other

18· ·information is also available on the Board’s Facebook

19· ·page.

20· · · · Regarding public comments instructions, the virtual

21· ·meeting will use a forum for public comments and you can

22· ·sign up on Smartsheet without an email address. The board

23· ·of police commissioners allows one hour from 3:00 to 4:00

24· ·PM for the public to request to speak during public

25· ·comments or oral communications on the agenda. To make a



·1· ·request without Smartsheet, meeting participants may use

·2· ·the "raise hand" icon on the website, or they may press

·3· ·star nine (*9) on the telephone.

·4· · · · Important reminders for public comments. Upon

·5· ·joining the meeting, participants will join the meeting

·6· ·muted. Please do not start your video unless invited to

·7· ·do so by the host. Video, images, or unprotected speech

·8· ·deemed inappropriate by the Chair will result in your

·9· ·dismissal from the meeting. Please remember that you may

10· ·complete the Smartsheet form. Remember you may use the

11· ·Zoom controls on your computer screen to “raise hand,” or

12· ·you may dial star nine (*9) from a mobile device. You may

13· ·use any one of these options by 4:00 PM to be

14· ·acknowledged for public comments.

15· · · · And again as a public reminder notthe Board;s bylaws

16· ·are posted on the Board’s Facebook page for your

17· ·information. And lastly regarding public comment, each

18· ·speaker will have two minutes to speak during public

19· ·comments. The BOPC staff will acknowledge each speaker.

20· ·We ask that you remain respectful and professional and

21· ·refrain from violating the Board's Bylaws, zoom's terms

22· ·of services, and other relevant laws and ordinances,

23· ·which are posted on all meeting access forums.

24· · · · Please silence your phones and other background

25· ·sounds to prevent interrupting the meeting.



·1· · · · Thank you and now Vice Chairperson Martin Jones.

·2· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright. Thank you very much, Ms.

·3· ·White, for your reading of Zoom's policies and

·4· ·everything. Well, good afternoon, everyone. I'm Martin L.

·5· ·Jones, Vice-Chairperson of the Board of Police

·6· ·Commissioners and I'll be sitting in for Chair, Holley,

·7· ·and presenting at the meeting today. The meeting will now

·8· ·come to order. The invocation will be given by Commander

·9· ·Chaplain, Darren Benson. We welcome you, Chaplain Benson.

10· · · · CHAPLAIN BENSON: Greetings, greetings everyone,

11· ·greetings, everyone.

12· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay, well, can you take the Board

13· ·before the throne room of grace?

14· · · · CHAPLAIN BENSON: Yes. Father, in the name of Jesus,

15· ·we come before you to thank you for you another day,

16· ·another opportunity to worship and to bless you. But now

17· ·on today, God, we just ask God that you bless this Board,

18· ·a police commissioner meeting. God, we ask your blessings

19· ·God and know God that you just saying God yesterday,

20· ·today, and forever God, because when you established this

21· ·Board over 150 years ago you established it for your

22· ·glory and to provide oversight for the City of Detroit

23· ·but specifically for the Detroit Police Department. So

24· ·God, being that you are the same yesterday, today and

25· ·forever continuously do so. And now God, we just ask your



·1· ·blessings upon the officers as well. The shields that

·2· ·they wear, enlarge, their shields that they may be

·3· ·protected by the seen and unseen dangers of life. We

·4· ·bless you and we glorify you. In the Master's name of our

·5· ·Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. And we all say Amen and

·6· ·thank God.

·7· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you so much. And now we have

·8· ·the reading of the mission statement of the Board of

·9· ·Police commissioners by Mr. Robert Brown.

10· · · · MR. ROBERT BROWN: Yes, good afternoon Mr. Vice Chair

11· ·Jones, this Honorable Board and citizens of Detroit. The

12· ·reading of the Board of Police Commission Mission

13· ·summary. The Board of Police Commission, BOPC is a

14· ·civilian agency that exercises supervisor control and

15· ·oversight of the Detroit Police Department DPD as set

16· ·forth in the charter. The Board has 11 members, 70

17· ·elected by District, 4 appointed by the mayor with the

18· ·consent of the Detroit City Council. The Board meets

19· ·every week as a committee of the whole, including 12

20· ·communities/evening meetings in the district. The BOPC is

21· ·the oversight agency for the Detroit Police Department.

22· ·That department policy rules and regulation governs the

23· ·Detroit Police Department is jointly developed by the

24· ·mayor, chief of police, and the Board. The Board has

25· ·subpoena power under the charter that can be used for



·1· ·investigative purposes. The commissioners also review and

·2· ·approve the DPD budget pursuant to the charter,

·3· ·investigate non-criminal citizen complaints, acts as the

·4· ·final authority in opposing and reviewing the discipline

·5· ·of employees of the department, receives and hear

·6· ·disqualification appeals from police recruits hoping to

·7· ·enter the Detroit Police Academy. The BOPC makes an

·8· ·annual report to the mayor, city council, and the public

·9· ·of BOPC activities and accomplishments. Mr. Vide Chair

10· ·Jones, the reading of the summary.

11· · · · VICE CHAIR JONES:And now we're going to have the

12· ·introduction of the Commissioners by the Secretary, Board

13· ·member, Ms. White.

14· · · · MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair, just for the

15· ·record, Chief of Police, James White has joined the

16· ·meeting and moving to the Commissioners introductions

17· ·Chair, Jim Holley has submitted an excuse notice this

18· ·afternoon. Commissioner Darryl Brown. Commissioner Linda

19· ·Bernard.

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Present. Attorney Linda

21· ·Bernard, District 2. Hello everyone.

22· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Shirley A. Burch.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Good afternoon. I'm Commissioner

24· ·Shirley Burch, District 3, where we love and respect

25· ·where we live.



·1· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Willie E. Bell

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: Present. District 4.

·3· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner, Willie E. Burton.

·4· ·Commissioner Lisa Carter.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER CARTER: Good afternoon, everyone. Lisa

·6· ·Carter, District 6.

·7· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner William M. Davis.

·8· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I'm Police Commissioner William

·9· ·M. Davis and officers love where you work. Officers love

10· ·where you work. I would also like to say I'm very pleased

11· ·to be here today and happy birthday to my son tomorrow

12· ·who just got married in Florida. And I like to say we

13· ·have a lot of work before us today and I look forward to

14· ·us having an outstanding day. Also, I'd like to say happy

15· ·birthday to Joan Robinson Cheeks, who will be 85 this

16· ·Saturday. She's over in District 5 but she's very active

17· ·in the community and she serves on our Board, with Ms.

18· ·Annie Holt and myself on the 13th Congressional District

19· ·Executive Board. Thank you.

20· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Jesus Hernandez.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Good afternoon, everyone.

22· ·Jesus Hernandez, At-Large. Shared congratulations and

23· ·happy birthday to your son, Commissioner Davis. I too am

24· ·fortunate enough to be an October baby.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Happy birthday to you, sir.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Thank you.

·2· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner. Annie Mae Holt.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Good afternoon everyone. Yes, I'm

·4· ·Commissioner Annie Holt, At-Large. And like Commissioner

·5· ·Hernandez extended birthday wishes to your son, I saw the

·6· ·wedding on Facebook and, oh yeah. I love Joan Cheeks

·7· ·Kilpatrick. So wishing her a happy birthday as well.

·8· · · · MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair, you do have a quorum.

·9· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright. [04:43 inaudible]

10· ·introduce Martin Jones and Vice-Chair, Board of Police

11· ·Commissioners, and I'd like to welcome Chief White. I'd

12· ·also like to welcome First Assistant Chief Todd Bettison,

13· ·all of our community partners, and a special hello and

14· ·welcome to all of our first responders all across the

15· ·city, whether you're a 911 operator, whether you are a

16· ·firefighter, a policeman or any other person that's a

17· ·first responder, we welcome you to our Board of Police

18· ·Commissioners meeting. Ms. White, we're going to have the

19· ·introduction of Chief James White. Thank you for

20· ·appearing here today with us.

21· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Good afternoon Board. Thank you. Happy

22· ·to be here.

23· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you. Thank you. Would you be

24· ·so kind as to introduce your support staff and any other

25· ·members?



·1· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair, I have

·2· ·Deputy Chief DeShaune Sims who will be taking over from

·3· ·me this afternoon. At this time we will try to pull the

·4· ·rest of the staff up. Ms. White, if you could help me

·5· ·out.

·6· · · · MS. WHITE: Okay. Yes, sir. Through the Chair, in

·7· ·reviewing the attendees' list, I do see Captain Jevon

·8· ·Johnson, Captain Lena Liddell, Director Christopher

·9· ·Graveline, Commander Kyra Joy Hope, Sergeant Darshelle

10· ·Brown, Deputy Chief Charles Fitzgerald, Deputy Chief

11· ·DeShaune Sims, Director, Katrina Patillo, Lieutenant

12· ·James Coles, Lieutenant Mark Young, President of the

13· ·Lieutenants and Sergeants Association, Commander Michael

14· ·McGinnis, Director, Reid Branch Wilson, Lieutenant

15· ·Richard Firsdon, Lieutenant Rodney Sizemore, Sergeant

16· ·Glenn Anderson. And that concludes the DPD introductions.

17· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright, thank you as much as why

18· ·do we have any special guests or elected officials in

19· ·attendance with us today?

20· · · · MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair, Ms. Marie

21· ·Overall of the Office of State Representative Tyrone

22· ·Carter, and that concludes the special VIP elected

23· ·officials introduction. Thank you.

24· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you so much, Ms. White.

25· ·Again, thank you for joining our meeting today. Many



·1· ·Board members have expressed concerns about retaining

·2· ·department members once they receive expert DPD police

·3· ·academy training and recouping DPD training costs. Many

·4· ·in the Detroit leadership are concerned are hard at work

·5· ·on the solution. We received updates from Senator Sylvia

·6· ·Santana's Office regarding her efforts. Her office wanted

·7· ·us to know that form HB 4747 on recouping fees from

·8· ·Detroit police training costs is now SB 375. The Senate

·9· ·has a bill under consideration and Senator Santana

10· ·expects it will pass and be sent to the House for

11· ·committee to that end, Senator Santana's Office is

12· ·requesting the Board to update 221 BOPC approved the

13· ·resolution to reflect a new bill before the legislature

14· ·SB 375 prior to advancing to the house that the

15· ·appropriate time we'll entertain a motion to amend the

16· ·resolution to reflect SB 375 immediately after my

17· ·remarks.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: So moved.

19· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: We've got the approval of the

20· ·agenda, that's on the list next for October 5th. The move

21· ·has been made. Is there a second?

22· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Second.

23· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: All in favor of that agenda, say,

24· ·aye.

25· · · · COMMISSIONERS: Aye.



·1· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: All opposed. The motion carries.

·2· ·Introduction of the BOPC staff of police elected

·3· ·officials. Approval for the minutes was September 30th,

·4· ·2021. Are there any corrections that need to be made to

·5· ·the minutes?

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: So moved.

·7· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: No corrections?

·8· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Move to approve.

·9· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. Thank you then. If there are

10· ·no amendments to the minutes that need to be made, we're

11· ·going to move right on to the officer's report. Oh, did I

12· ·miss something?

13· · · · MS. WHITE: No.

14· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay, good.

15· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I have a question, Mr.

16· ·Chairman, about your report.

17· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: What is your question Commissioner

18· ·Bernard?

19· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: It's just that you mentioned

20· ·what was happening with the legislature and concerning

21· ·this matter. I would ask, I know that we're relying on

22· ·the state to do this and so forth, but I really think

23· ·that we need to re-examine this in our materials today.

24· ·There are nine people who did this again, we can't afford

25· ·this to continue to occur. We've got to come up with a



·1· ·better option. And one of the options that were

·2· ·recommended last night, when Commissioner

·3· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Bernard, excuse me

·4· ·for interrupting you, but we're actually going to come

·5· ·back to that and we are going to have a full discussion

·6· ·about that.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay.

·8· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: I do thank you for bringing up

·9· ·that question. Hold on to that question, we're going to

10· ·be addressing it a little bit later.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Thank you.

12· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: As it stands right now, we're at

13· ·the BOPC's Officer's report with Vice-Chair Martin Jones

14· ·and the Chief of Police report by Chief White. Okay,

15· ·good. Thank you. Revised bylaw amendments, the Board's

16· ·staff distributed revised draft, the proposed bylaw

17· ·amendments we reviewed. We would take up those proposed

18· ·amendments during next week's Board meeting. Please send

19· ·items in writing to the Board staff. We look forward to

20· ·the Chief's presentation today and any reports on

21· ·critical incidents or events impacting the department and

22· ·the community. We also look forward to any updates

23· ·regarding the 2020 summer protests and any forthcoming

24· ·information to the Board. The last thing for the

25· ·department is in collaboration with the Detroit Public



·1· ·Safety Foundation and other community stakeholders to

·2· ·have several upcoming events and initiatives. And we look

·3· ·forward to hearing that information. Today, we'll have

·4· ·presentations from the Departments of Fleet Management

·5· ·Services with Captain Jevon Johnson, and we're going to

·6· ·have a presentation by OCI Chief Investigator Akbar.

·7· ·Thank you very much. And we're going to go over to the

·8· ·Chief's report. Alright, go ahead. I believe we have a

·9· ·Resolution on that house bill that was just under

10· ·discussion. I believe that Commissioner Holt was going to

11· ·read that Resolution for us. Commissioner Holt, are you

12· ·prepared.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Thank you, Chairman Jones. And I

14· ·am excited about this honor and this opportunity and the

15· ·fact that this is actually getting some traction.

16· ·Resolution to support Michigan Legislative action for

17· ·recouping police training costs.

18· · · · WHEREAS as the supervisory oversight body by the

19· ·Detroit Police Department, the Board of Police

20· ·Commissioners has vested charter mandated authority to

21· ·ensure effective law enforcement certified and fair

22· ·policing for all; and,

23· · · · WHEREAS the Michigan Commission on Law Enforcement

24· ·Standards, commonly known as MCOLES serves as the

25· ·licensing agency for all municipal law enforcement



·1· ·officers in the state. MCOLES mandates and requirements

·2· ·are the foundation for anyone seeking to become police

·3· ·officers. Its criteria for licensing serve as the basis

·4· ·for recruiting training and employing new law enforcement

·5· ·professionals. State estimates range from 6,000 to

·6· ·$10,000 for the cost of basic police training, and

·7· ·WHEREAS the Detroit Police Department has long held the

·8· ·status of a state-certified policing agency authorized to

·9· ·provide training certification and licensure based on

10· ·MCOLES and DPD requirements.

11· · · · The department pays cadets doing training as part of

12· ·its commitment to recruiting and retaining the best

13· ·candidates. The Detroit Police Academy is recognized as

14· ·one of the top tier law enforcement training programs in

15· ·the state and nation; and,

16· · · · WHEREAS the city and department have experienced

17· ·continued challenges with academy cadets seeking other

18· ·agency employment immediately, after a short time after

19· ·graduation. Over the years, we have observed a pattern

20· ·whereby Detroit free training, may be used unfairly. City

21· ·of Detroit records shows that 19% of academy graduates

22· ·continue to leave the Detroit Police Department within

23· ·five years. Such high turnover results in the loss of

24· ·investment of millions of public taxpayer dollars,

25· ·including the loss of personnel time and resources; and.



·1· · · · WHEREAS in recent years, Michigan Legislators have

·2· ·introduced bills to help in this pattern by allowing

·3· ·cities like Detroit to recoup training fees and costs.

·4· ·During the 2019 and 2020 legislative session, the Board

·5· ·supported Senator Sylvia Santana's bill to allow cities

·6· ·to have some training costs repaid by police academy

·7· ·graduates who leave within three years. On April 29th,

·8· ·2021 Representative Tyrone Carter introduced house bill

·9· ·4747 with the same intent. As proposed, the bill also

10· ·will require reimbursement training costs to law

11· ·enforcement agencies that fund police training it bases

12· ·reimbursement amounts on the period of employment after

13· ·training.

14· · · · THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the Detroit Board of Police

15· ·Commissioners supports Michigan Legislatures action as

16· ·needed any central state policy to assist the

17· ·municipality with the effective use of public funds for

18· ·police training and retention. The Board urges passage of

19· ·house bill 47 47 to assist greatly with the Board's duty

20· ·to ensure effective use of limited public and taxpayer

21· ·dollars and to preserve adequate funding for programs,

22· ·initiatives, projects, and human resources that enhance

23· ·the Detroit Police Department and public safety in

24· ·Detroit.

25



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Through the Chair, I move that we

·2· ·approve of this resolution and we place it in the

·3· ·archives of the Board of Police Commissioners.

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: I second that.

·5· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. Thank you. The motion has

·6· ·been properly supported and seconded. What I want to

·7· ·remind the Commissioners of is that we actually had taken

·8· ·a vote on this issue already. The only thing that's

·9· ·changed in regards to this motion is that they've changed

10· ·some of the wording as far as how the bill number that

11· ·it's under. So that it's in the record. We just have to

12· ·vote on it again, and we previously passed it, but we

13· ·just got to vote on it again to make sure it was entered

14· ·into correctly. Do we need a roll call, vote on this?

15· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Yes.

16· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. Alright. Ms. White's going

17· ·to do a roll call.

18· · · · MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Commissioner Daryl Brown.

19· ·Commissioner Linda Bernard = Yes.

20· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Shirley Burch = Yes.

21· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Willie Bell = Yes.

22· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Willie Burton. Commissioner

23· ·Lisa Carter = Yes.

24· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner William Davis =Yes.

25· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Jesus Hernandez = Yes.



·1· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Annie Holt = Yes.

·2· · · · MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair = Yes.

·3· · · · MS. WHITE: There were 8 votes. The motion passed.

·4· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Good. Thank you so much, Ms.

·5· ·White. That's something that's very important that we've

·6· ·been asking about wanting to get done for quite a long

·7· ·time. So it looks like now, it's coming to pass. Chief

·8· ·White. Good afternoon to you, sir.

·9· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Good afternoon.

10· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: There we go. Welcome to the

11· ·meeting here. We are looking forward to the report that

12· ·you have to give. I know you spent quite a little time on

13· ·the news addressing certain concerns or whatever. So

14· ·we're looking forward to your report, sir.

15· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Yes, sir. Before I get started, let me

16· ·extend congratulations to Commissioner Davis on the

17· ·wedding. That's fantastic. I too will be hopefully

18· ·celebrating in the next year with my daughter who is

19· ·getting married, so that's fantastic and very expensive I

20· ·might add. I will get started with the update on our

21· ·injured officers. We currently have six members of the

22· ·department who are currently disabled or recovering at

23· ·home due to an injury. That's one sergeant from the

24· ·Seventh Precinct one police officer from the Seventh

25· ·Precinct, one police officer from the Eleventh Precinct,



·1· ·one from Tech Services, which is TSS, and two police

·2· ·officers from the Eighth Precinct.

·3· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Sadly, I want to bring to the Board's

·4· ·attention the untimely death of two members, one, a

·5· ·retired member, and one an active member. Don Hollands,

·6· ·who the Board will remember as our facilities maintenance

·7· ·supervisor. He's a retired lieutenant who I brought back

·8· ·many years ago to run Facilities Management, who later

·9· ·separated from the department before his death died last

10· ·week. His service was last weekend and this one just has

11· ·the entire Homicide Division in mourning and sadness. And

12· ·that is Mr. Walter Brown. He's the victim advocate

13· ·assistant that's been with Homicide for a number of years

14· ·and his death was not only tragic but just unexpected and

15· ·sad. It's my understanding that he was dealing with

16· ·COVID. I don't have all the details, but it was just a

17· ·surprise to everyone.

18· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Speaking of COVID, we have 21 members

19· ·who are currently quarantined or isolated and 11 of those

20· ·members are currently positive. So we continue to see a

21· ·slight uptick. We're happy that is not where it could be,

22· ·what some agencies are experiencing, but as the Board is

23· ·aware, our vaccination numbers are relatively low just

24· ·about half the department. And though we don't mandate

25· ·vaccinations, we highly encourage vaccinations and hope



·1· ·that the department becomes fully vaccinated and

·2· ·inoculated against this horrible situation that we find

·3· ·ourselves in. But again 11 members are currently

·4· ·positive. Getting over to crime data, I'll start with our

·5· ·homicide numbers, which were up 6% in homicides. And just

·6· ·to provide some context to that number, it actually is an

·7· ·improvement. However, as I always say, one homicide is

·8· ·one too many, but we do have to look at the data to see

·9· ·how we're trending.

10· · · · CHIEF WHITE: At one point in May of this year, May

11· ·12th, we were up 31% in homicides, we are now up 6% in

12· ·homicides. So we are experiencing a decrease. Our non-

13· ·fatal shooting numbers for the first time in 18 months

14· ·are down 1% in non-fatal shootings, which I'll talk about

15· ·a little bit more in a moment. Robberies are down 18%, so

16· ·we're certainly are turning in the right direction there.

17· ·The officers are doing an amazing job with the homicides,

18· ·from the standpoint of what we can impact, and certainly,

19· ·our impact starts at the weapons and getting the violent

20· ·offenders off the streets. I want to talk about the

21· ·sexual assault numbers. We are up 9% in sexual assaults.

22· ·We continue to look at that information and really try to

23· ·understand it. So for contacts, the numbers between 2019

24· ·and 2020. 2020 there was a 36% increase over 2019. And

25· ·currently, we have a 19% increase. The problem with 2020



·1· ·is as a baseline for us to compare against it's very

·2· ·difficult because so many things were different due to

·3· ·COVID in 2020. So the behavior patterns of victims from

·4· ·the standpoint of being able to report, and I've said

·5· ·this before being able to report having the opportunity

·6· ·to report and just the conditions at many homes were so

·7· ·unique that 2020 does not truly serve from a benchmarking

·8· ·standpoint of what the data looks like. So we look back

·9· ·to 2019 to at least attempt to get a normal baseline, to

10· ·see what our numbers were in comparison to 2019 and 2021,

11· ·we had almost 700 rapes at this time or criminal sexual

12· ·misconduct at this moment in time as compared to 600.

13· · · · CHIEF WHITE: So as you can clearly see, the numbers

14· ·are trending to the norms, but it still doesn't tell the

15· ·whole story. So we continue to do the work to try to

16· ·identify exactly why we're experiencing the uptick. And

17· ·as I indicated, we will have a more comprehensive

18· ·analysis for the Board with some informed data where we

19· ·can talk with a high level of understanding as to the

20· ·uptick but what it appears to be preliminarily is that

21· ·2020 was such an anomaly that the uptick is based on just

22· ·the behavior patterns and reporting. What we do see is

23· ·that we don't have one predator which is a good thing. We

24· ·don't have circumstances that we can control what regards

25· ·predatory behavior. Now, you know, anytime you have a CSC



·1· ·that happens, you still have a problem. And I'm confident

·2· ·in the work that our Special Victim Unit is going to

·3· ·provide the services to our victims as appropriate. So

·4· ·we're going to continue to monitor it. And as I

·5· ·indicated, we'll have a report prepared for the

·6· ·Commission at a later date, but very soon. Our drag

·7· ·racing detailed getting back to crime, we had very little

·8· ·activity last weekend aided by the weather, and we've

·9· ·been doing some pretty solid work with the commercial

10· ·auto theft team. Our Commander Pritchett and our Captain

11· ·Johnson that's running that detail of phenomenal work.

12· ·We've been confiscating, impounding vehicles, and issuing

13· ·a lot of tickets. I will bring a few incidents to the

14· ·Board's attention that I'd like to talk through. Incident

15· ·No. 1, occurred on September 30th at approximately 1:30

16· ·on Fort and Cass.

17· · · · CHIEF WHITE: This is a highly publicized one.

18· ·There's a construction crew that was digging with heavy-

19· ·duty machinery when they unearth human sculpture remains.

20· ·The remains were transported to the Wayne County Medical

21· ·Examiner's Office and anthropologists, and archeologists

22· ·are involved. And they will examine the remains to

23· ·attempt to identify the period or the remains from, and

24· ·also identify if there was any foul play. And they'll be

25



·1· · · · ·reporting back to us very soon, and I'll be

·2· ·updating you on that incident as well.

·3· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Some really good police work I'm going

·4· ·to talk about here on Friday, October 1st, Commercial

·5· ·Auto Theft responded to a reported carjacking of a Dodge

·6· ·Journey in the area of 9645 East Jefferson and that's at

·7· ·that Citgo gas station over there in the Seventh

·8· ·Precinct. The crews arrived and began to investigate and

·9· ·had a complainant that basically indicated that they were

10· ·carjacked. Leveraging our video assets and good old-

11· ·fashioned police work knocking on doors and canvassing

12· ·crews were able to observe the carjack Dodge Journey

13· ·being followed by another vehicle, which happened to be a

14· ·Dodge Challenger, which was another carjacking. The crews

15· ·started surveilling them, started following them,

16· ·attempted to stop them in the Fifth Precinct. They both

17· ·fled in both vehicles, a short chase ensued, and both

18· ·vehicles were stopped, and no injuries to the officers or

19· ·to citizens.

20· · · · CHIEF WHITE: And both suspects were taken into

21· ·custody. A live lineup was conducted with the victim from

22· ·the Dodge Journey to identify his name, however, it's up

23· ·here. And they were picked out of the lineup. The FBI has

24· ·adopted the case in both subjects are in federal holding,

25· ·awaiting a hearing and a trial. So that was just



·1· ·outstanding police work good partnership with our federal

·2· ·partners who are taking a lot of our cases now which is

·3· ·fantastic. We want people to be aware of that so they

·4· ·will make better decisions. And these two will be put

·5· ·away for a very long time. Switching gears to some

·6· ·positives throughout the department, as I indicated, as

·7· ·of October 1st or 4th, for the first time in 18 months,

·8· ·we saw an overall reduction in nonfatal shootings which

·9· ·is absolutely incredible.

10· · · · CHIEF WHITE: When you look at what's trending around

11· ·this country, statistically would non-fatal shootings in

12· ·cities like Chicago to have even a 1% reduction

13· ·statistically means a lot, one less person shot.

14· ·Certainly, shootings are nothing more than filled

15· ·homicides. So we've got a situation where literally lives

16· ·are being saved and that's attributed to the hard work of

17· ·the men and women that do this work every single day. So

18· ·I'm very, very proud of those numbers. We are not taking

19· ·a victory lap, we've got a whole lot of work to do but we

20· ·have to start somewhere, and to see that number where it

21· ·is, is a good thing. On October 4th as well, we had our

22· ·all command meeting. We hosted that at the auditorium at

23· ·the Eighth Precinct. If COVID cooperates, we're about to

24· ·continue to move our all command meeting around the city

25· ·to engage with different Precincts, engage with different



·1· ·businesses because that's the one opportunity where all

·2· ·the command team is together. And after our work is done

·3· ·with our meeting on crime, it is my hope is that we are

·4· ·able to engage with the community as well as engage above

·5· ·whatever business that we're at. So that was a good

·6· ·meeting and a lot of information. On October 5th and 6th,

·7· ·strike that. On October 5th, the Sixth Precinct hosted an

·8· ·outdoor roll call in an area of Evergreen and Finkell, a

·9· ·very large community turnout for that event, which was

10· ·surprising. I was there, Commander Williams, Captain

11· ·Desinco was there as well as their special ops and our

12· ·patrol units. It was a welcome event and it was very

13· ·surprising, the number of people that attended just too

14· ·simply watch the roll call. Commander Williams took it

15· ·upon himself to do that and was innovative. The community

16· ·understood that we were there to patrol and work and not

17· ·to antagonize or so-called take over the block. It was

18· ·more or less, we are here, we've heard your complaints

19· ·and we're here to do our work and we did that and it was

20· ·a good effort, so I'm very proud of that.

21· · · · CHIEF WHITE: There were a couple of media events.

22· ·One had to do with the crime statistics. Simon Shaykhat

23· ·did in fact cover the roll call in the Seventh Precinct.

24· ·On Wednesday, which was yesterday we did our walk-a-mile

25· ·Wednesday. That concluded our walk-a-mile series. We'll



·1· ·be bringing those back in early spring. We tried to push

·2· ·it to November, but the weather just simply wasn't

·3· ·cooperating. Tremendous turnout in the 11th Precinct, a

·4· ·lot of community engagement, and simply all those are

·5· ·just an opportunity for myself, my staff, for us to go

·6· ·into the communities, walk-a-mile with the community get

·7· ·out, get some oxygen and some exercise and talk about

·8· ·safety in the community. It was well-received and very,

·9· ·very positive. On Friday through Sunday, we are hosting

10· ·the faith and blue events, which will be in every

11· ·Precinct.

12· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Each Precinct will join with the faith-

13· ·based organization in their community to put on a variety

14· ·of events for the community. I have a listing I'll send.

15· ·In the interest of time, I won't read all of them, but

16· ·every Precinct will have a participation in that. On

17· ·Saturday, October 9th, we will have the walk, run, the D.

18· ·This will take place at Brush Mall. Registration is at

19· ·8:00 AM. We'll step off at 9:00 AM. This is a DPD DMC

20· ·Detroit Medical Center venture to support our DPD fit

21· ·programming and to make sure our officers stay fit and

22· ·keep moving. I'm going to get out there tomorrow or

23· ·Saturday and try to run the 5k. We'll try to win it for

24· ·my age group. But we'll see how that goes.

25· · · · CHIEF WHITE: And then lastly I just wanted to bring



·1· ·to the Board's attention as we talk about education

·2· ·before I take any questions. I know the Board is big on

·3· ·education. Cleary University, as of Tuesday of this week,

·4· ·we welcomed our 100th member to the Cleary University

·5· ·family for the purpose of obtaining their undergraduate

·6· ·degree. You talk about a room full of proud, ambitious

·7· ·people, and this would not have been possible without

·8· ·Lieutenant Mark Young of the Lieutenant and sergeants

·9· ·association, who you should know is a tremendous advocate

10· ·of education and making sure that our members are

11· ·educated. I don't think I had set my box down as interim

12· ·chief before Mark was knocking on my door, asking what

13· ·are we going to do to help our people get educated? And I

14· ·am happy to announce just four months after that

15· ·conversation, we have a hundred people that'll be

16· ·obtaining their bachelor's degree. Next week. We will

17· ·sign an agreement with Cleary University for an MBA

18· ·program for our officers and we're going to do everything

19· ·we can to make our facilities available to them; so when

20· ·they get off of work, they don't have to travel. They'll

21· ·be able to come right to headquarters and take those

22· ·classes or right to the police academy and take those

23· ·classes. So we're very excited, very happy about that

24· ·program. And with that, I will take any questions that

25· ·you may have.



·1· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you very much, Chief. That's

·2· ·quite an outstanding report that you gave. Of course, we

·3· ·wish that you know, certain news was better news, you

·4· ·know having to fight this level of crime. And as you

·5· ·mentioned is not something exclusive to this Detroit

·6· ·area, but it's something that's happening nationwide. But

·7· ·the important thing to our residents is what are we going

·8· ·to do about it here? And I'm sure you're making the very

·9· ·best efforts to try to get a handle on this thing, along

10· ·with your top executives. I need to stop and take a

11· ·minute and acknowledge Commissioner Burton who has been

12· ·trying to get on. He's having some technical difficulties

13· ·and staff is trying to get those items resolved for him.

14· ·Alright, we're going to move right into questions for the

15· ·Chief. The Vice-Chair recognizes Commissioner Annie Holt,

16· ·At-Large. Do you have any questions for the Chief?

17· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Thank you, Chair Jones, and thank

18· ·you Chief White for being in attendance and no, I have no

19· ·questions.

20· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay, the Vice-Chair recognizes

21· ·Commissioner Jesus Hernandez. Do you have any questions

22· ·for the Chief?

23· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Thank you. Through the

24· ·Chair, brief comment. Just want to further lift the

25· ·higher education pursuit that you're leading, Chief



·1· ·White. We can't leave that by the wayside or go under the

·2· ·radar. We have to continue to put that in front of the

·3· ·public so that they know the great work that's going on.

·4· ·I know that I often have commentary and accolades for you

·5· ·and your team, and that's simply because the work is

·6· ·being done behind the scenes. So it's my job on this

·7· ·Board and for the community for them to be aware that

·8· ·that's going on. So nothing but praise and kudos on that

·9· ·initiative.

10· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Thank you.

11· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. The Vice-Chair recognizes

12· ·Commissioner William Davis. Do you have any questions for

13· ·the Chief?

14· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Oh, yes, I do. The question is,

15· ·are officers still required to wear masks when they

16· ·interface with people because I know I've heard some

17· ·people say that they don't see that. And also as it

18· ·relates to that, do you have any offices that are

19· ·refusing to be vaccinated?

20· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Oh, your first question. When COVID

21· ·numbers dropped, we did review our mass mandate, then

22· ·made the mask optional, but highly encouraged the members

23· ·to wear the mask when interacting with citizens and

24· ·certainly if requested by a citizen. And so that's where

25· ·we are with that. Refusal to be vaccinated, I think to



·1· ·answer that question, we don't mandate vaccinations. So

·2· ·with regards to whether or not they've refused that I

·3· ·wouldn't have that information. But we certainly make

·4· ·sure that they're aware that they're available and that

·5· ·they're not mandated by the department at this time.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I have one more question, if you

·7· ·don’t mind. I know that there are a couple of high

·8· ·schools that we have programs for young people to

·9· ·introduce them to the Detroit Police Department, perhaps

10· ·to encourage them to join the department. Do you know how

11· ·many high schools that it's active in now, and are there

12· ·any plans to expand that because I especially want to see

13· ·more Detroiters in the police department?

14· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair, we have a

15· ·program. I do not know the numbers of how many schools

16· ·are involved in that program. We have obviously the

17· ·Explorer program. We are getting ready to expand the

18· ·Explorer program. In fact, there were a number of

19· ·explorers on the 1-mile walk yesterday in the 11th

20· ·Precinct. We are going to be announcing something next

21· ·week with the public safety foundation and a donor to

22· ·expand the Explorer program. But in addition to that, we

23· ·are working on a program through Detroit public schools

24· ·now that will do the very thing that you just brought to

25· ·my attention. And that is increasing the number of



·1· ·recruits from the City of Detroit, as well as from the

·2· ·Detroit public school system. And it's a dual-track

·3· ·program, which will allow 12th graders to obtain an

·4· ·associate’s degree while working through being hired by

·5· ·the Detroit Police Department.

·6· · · · CHIEF WHITE: We have not finalized it yet. It's with

·7· ·the lawyers reviewing the MOU and I'm hoping by next week

·8· ·to have that finalized. There are some things that we're

·9· ·looking at doing for post-high school, as well as it

10· ·relates to that. And that would be a certificate program,

11· ·which is pretty easy for us to work through the most

12· ·complicated one is what the senior program looks like

13· ·because they have to obviously finish their senior year

14· ·and they could not start the police academy while

15· ·obtaining a high school diploma. However, there are

16· ·certain components of the police academy that we can

17· ·complete while they're in high school. And we're noodling

18· ·through that right now, and we should have an answer as

19· ·well as a request for the Commission to stand with us at

20· ·the signing early next week.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I would like to be involved with

22· ·that. Contact me.

23· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Yes, sir.

24· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you, Commissioner Davis.

25· ·Commissioner Vice-Chair recognizes Commissioner Lisa



·1· ·Carter. Do you have any questions for the Chief?

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER CARTER: Thank you, Vice-Chair Jones.

·3· ·Just one follow-up question. You made a comment, Chief,

·4· ·and good afternoon to you. You made a comment that the

·5· ·Feds are taking a lot of our cases now. Is that as a

·6· ·result of the situation with the prosecutor's office or

·7· ·is that just something that they are just doing?

·8· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Through the Chair. I wouldn't say it's

·9· ·because of the prosecutor's office. We have some violent

10· ·offenders and the type of offense, coupled with the

11· ·relationship that we have with the Feds. You know, we can

12· ·and we've asked that they take the cases that they can,

13· ·that meets their jurisdiction and this is one of those

14· ·cases, but it really has nothing to do with any failures

15· ·or anything like that with the prosecutor's office.

16· · · · COMMISSIONER CARTER: Thank you.

17· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you, Commissioner Carter.

18· ·The Vice-Chair recognizes Commissioner, Willie Burton.

19· ·The Vice-Chair recognizes Commissioner Willie Bell. Do

20· ·you have any questions for the Chief?

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: Thank you, Vice-Chair Jones.

22· ·Briefly, Chief, good afternoons, it's good to see you as

23· ·always. I just don't have a question; I just have a brief

24· ·comment. Commissioner Hernandez, sort of spoke to the

25· ·issue. We have one or two critics of the public



·1· ·constantly talking about. We should not lift police

·2· ·officers, we should not commend them for outstanding

·3· ·work, but I want to echo what he said that we appreciate

·4· ·the outstanding work of the Detroit Police Department.

·5· ·These offices on the city streets are doing a fantastic

·6· ·job. Thank you.

·7· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Thank you, sir.

·8· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you, Commissioner Willie

·9· ·Bell. The Vice-Chair recognizes Commissioner Shirley

10· ·Burch. Do you have any questions for the Chief?

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Yes. Good afternoon. And thank

12· ·you. Co-Chair Jones. Hello, Chief White, how are you?

13· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Good, ma'am.

14· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: I just want to thank you for

15· ·your presence at No. 11. I'm sorry, I could not make it

16· ·personally, but I did hear of the turnout of the walk,

17· ·walk-a-mile, right?

18· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Yes, ma'am.

19· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: And I wanted to piggyback on

20· ·what Commissioner Davis said regarding the high schools

21· ·in the area, especially No. 11, which would be Persian

22· ·High School. Is there a liaison at No. 11 that directly

23· ·works with the students in the school that when things

24· ·are going on in the neighborhood, they are aware with our

25· ·police department, as you were saying, to help them



·1· ·perhaps to be in also one day, but who is the liaison to

·2· ·contact Persian or even Osmo because that's in No. 9?

·3· ·Could you answer those for me, please?

·4· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Through the Chair, we don't have one

·5· ·liaison. What we have are the NPOs. As the Board is aware

·6· ·of the school ranger program ended many years ago as the

·7· ·Detroit public school system has its police department

·8· ·inside. But we do work with them when problems arise. In

·9· ·fact one of our commanders today, Commander Szilagy was

10· ·talking about the safe routes to school program that he

11· ·will be overseeing from the police standpoint providing

12· ·you know, patrols and things like that as our students

13· ·hit the school. However we don't have one ranger any

14· ·longer that reports to that school, but this program that

15· ·we're working through now out there will be liaisons,

16· ·maybe not at each school, but we'll be responsible for a

17· ·number of schools so that we can make sure that we get

18· ·those students funneled into this new program that we're

19· ·so excited about.

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Co-Chair, one more statement

21· ·please to the Chief? I wanted to ask you regarding your

22· ·faith that you're having Saturday to all the Precincts.

23· ·How did you go about notifying the clergy in the area

24· ·that they would participate? How are they notified?

25· ·Because I know quite a few and I just want to see, are



·1· ·they aware they're needed on Saturday?

·2· · · · CHIEF WHITE: I actually walked yesterday, through

·3· ·the Chair, I walked yesterday with one of our faith-based

·4· ·leaders and he was aware of it.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Who is he, who?

·6· · · · CHIEF WHITE: And I knew you would ask me that, it's

·7· ·when I went down that road. I do not have his name, but

·8· ·he's right there at Nevada, that church right at the

·9· ·corner of Ryan. I can't think of the name of it. I'll get

10· ·it to you though.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Either Pilgrim or King David.

12· · · · CHIEF WHITE: King David.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: See, I helped you remember I

14· ·helped you.

15· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Thank you. Alright, ma'am. Thank you

16· ·very much. But the faith in the blue event, that's a

17· ·national program and they actually came to us and we

18· ·agreed to do it. And they've been pushing this. Commander

19· ·Hope runs through her shop as Chief Neighborhood Liaison.

20· ·And she gave me a very comprehensive break out of what

21· ·they did. So the program is a national program and

22· ·they've been pushing that from the department standpoint.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: And could you ask Commander Hope

24· ·to get in touch with me, so I can share with all the

25· ·pastors. I know all of them in District 3.



·1· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Okay. I will make sure she does that.

·2· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you very much Commissioner

·3· ·Shirley Burch. The Vice-Chair recognizes Commissioner

·4· ·Linda Bernard. Do you have any questions for the Chief?

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Oh yes. Thank you. I do want

·6· ·to compliment you Chief as well for your academic and

·7· ·educational initiative for people who are cops to be able

·8· ·to get like you say, not just a college degree, but an

·9· ·MBA, a master's in business administration is significant

10· ·and it significantly enhances them for their overall

11· ·earning capacity, and gives them an option even when they

12· ·retire, which is great. So that is just wonderful. I have

13· ·a couple of questions. The first thing is that you said

14· ·that the feds are taking over forfeiture cases, is that

15· ·my understanding, is that with cars for this speeding and

16· ·drag racing?

17· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Through the Chair. If I say to that, it

18· ·was misspoken, absolutely not. The Feds are taking some

19· ·cases, some of our violent cases, our gang, some of our

20· ·gang cases. And when I say taking, I don't want to

21· ·characterize that as taking from us as if we don't want

22· ·them to. They're partnering with us on some of these

23· ·cases and we want them to prosecute some of these cases

24· ·of the most violent offenders.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Your gang cases though, is



·1· ·really very low in terms of your homicide for your 2021

·2· ·report. They were only 13 related to gangs. 59 were

·3· ·related to arguments and 38 to narcotics, but nothing, we

·4· ·don't seem to have a gang problem quite frankly, based on

·5· ·your data.

·6· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Well, the problem is with the gangs,

·7· ·it's not just the homicides, it's all the things that

·8· ·lead to the homicides. It touches all aspects of crime.

·9· ·It's the drug trade, it's the violence, it's the robbers,

10· ·and it’s the shootings, and then ultimately the

11· ·homicides, because as we say, you know, shooting is a

12· ·failed homicide. So, oftentimes is not like the person's

13· ·about to say, well, you know, I missed, or I didn't kill

14· ·him, so I'm not coming back. They'll come back again and

15· ·then the next time, if they're with an innocent

16· ·bystander, that person gets hit. So though our gang

17· ·numbers are low the impact of having the activity is

18· ·significant. And so when we find those cases that we can

19· ·take federally it's in our best interest to do so and

20· ·dismantle those gangs.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Your comments related to your

22· ·interaction with public schools, there are only 52,000

23· ·kids in Detroit public schools, and that's for all 12

24· ·grades. Have you reached out to Catholic schools and

25· ·other schools, you might even get, a different end or in



·1· ·some instances, a better-educated pool. Can we do that?

·2· ·So we'll have the best and the brightest?

·3· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Right now our goal is to train public

·4· ·truths and to expand out from there. You know,

·5· ·Commissioner, I'm going to argue down on the fact that I

·6· ·think the best and the brightest are under the.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Don't say that Linda.

·8· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Well, I'm not going to put words in

·9· ·your mouth, ma'am. But I think that the best and the

10· ·brightest reside right here in the city of Detroit and I

11· ·am an absolute you know, I just despise deficit thinking

12· ·that we can't, or we're not able to, because I'm a

13· ·product and I'm here. And I have a lot of people just

14· ·like me that are smarter than me that are here.

15· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: But all I can say with respect

16· ·to the.

17· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Bernard last

18· ·question, please.

19· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay. But I didn't want to

20· ·make this comment. If I had been out of school for the

21· ·last two years when did not make teachers essential

22· ·workers in the State of Michigan, but we made Kroger

23· ·workers essential workers. And if I had been out of

24· ·school for two years, when I was 14 or 15, trust me, the

25· ·streets would have gotten me. I would never have gone on



·1· ·to do what I'm doing now. So I'm just saying private

·2· ·schools, we're in school, kids were continuing to learn.

·3· ·And that is a market that I think we can explore. But my

·4· ·final comment relates to what you were saying about your

·5· ·walk-a-mile and stuff. Can you be kind enough to provide

·6· ·Melanie with a list of the times and days when you're

·7· ·doing this? Because I would participate, I like to walk,

·8· ·so that's not a problem. And also,

·9· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Bernard, you've had

10· ·the floor for quite a while. I had mentioned that you

11· ·need to make one last question, and that was it. I

12· ·apologize about that Chief James White but we do have to

13· ·move the meeting along. Next, we're going to have it's my

14· ·turn this time, questions for the Chief. Chief White, I

15· ·notice that in your report, you did talk about you

16· ·talking about the federal government getting involved

17· ·with prosecuting some of the cases with regards to car

18· ·theft. I understood a long time ago and perhaps I might

19· ·be wrong, I don't know, but I understood quite a while

20· ·ago that when the car is stolen or when the car is taken

21· ·whether it's at gunpoint or not that it could become a

22· ·federal case simply because of the taxes that I paid on,

23· ·the different parts coming from different areas of the

24· ·country and outside of the country. So, correct me if I'm

25· ·wrong, does that bear any as semblance on how they can



·1· ·come into the game to prosecute some of these cases?

·2· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Well, there are a number of different

·3· ·factors as to why they can prosecute the cases with

·4· ·regards to the taxes and the impetus of how they got

·5· ·there, I'm not well versed in that. I can find out for

·6· ·you. I look at the violent aspects of it if it's a

·7· ·coordinated crime if it is gang-related, coordinated type

·8· ·crimes but I can get that answer for you. I don't want to

·9· ·give you a misinformed answer on that. But they have

10· ·taken some carjackings. They have taken not as many as I

11· ·would like. But I'm happy to see them take this one. I

12· ·will have that answer for you before the next meeting.

13· ·I'll actually send it through Melanie.

14· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. And as I understood it the

15· ·time that they can get through a federal case being

16· ·brought against them is significantly more time, is that

17· ·correct?

18· · · · CHIEF WHITE: That is correct and the other thing is

19· ·we don't see these personal bonds and things like that

20· ·for violent crime in the federal system. And generally

21· ·speaking, you know, they do the full amount of time, so

22· ·no early release. And it is my hope that that acts as a

23· ·deterrent for people making bad choices.

24· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright. Thank you very much for

25· ·your report, Chief White. We thank you for your



·1· ·leadership and keeping the Board abreast of the

·2· ·conditions that we find ourselves in. And as a matter of

·3· ·fact, I've been inspired to give some additional

·4· ·information in public comments, because I think we need

·5· ·to hear positive ideas. I think we need to hear something

·6· ·from the people as far as where we can go and what we can

·7· ·do about the current state of our circumstances. We need

·8· ·to get more people involved. The Detroit police can't do

·9· ·it by themselves. We need to get more people involved. So

10· ·once again, I thank you for your report.

11· · · · CHIEF WHITE: Alright. Thank you, sir, and thank you,

12· ·Board.

13· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright. Next, I guess we're going

14· ·to have presentations to the Board. We have a

15· ·presentation scheduled with the fleet management. And do

16· ·we have Captain Jevon Johnson? Do we have him on Zoom?

17· · · · CAPTAIN JOHNSON: Mr. Chair.

18· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Oh, he's there. Thank you for

19· ·coming, Mr. Jevon Johnson. We're looking forward to your

20· ·report. Why don't you go ahead and you can begin right

21· ·now?

22· · · · CAPTAIN JOHNSON: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair, Board.

23· ·Captain Jevon Johnson, Management Services. Today, I'm

24· ·going to share some information about the police

25· ·department, fleet management. The Fleet Management chain



·1· ·of command starts of course, with Chief James White.

·2· ·We're under First Assistant Chief Todd Bettison, Mark

·3· ·Bliss, Support Services, Deputy Chief Commander, Kyra Joy

·4· ·Hope, Support Services Division, myself Management

·5· ·Services, and Lieutenant Joseph Peck of Fleet Management.

·6· ·A brief overview of the unit. Fleet Management is

·7· ·responsible for the centralized management of the

·8· ·department's vehicular fleet. The unit consists of a

·9· ·Lieutenant, Sergeant, and a team of sworn and non-sworn

10· ·personnel. Fleet Management coordinates all DPD vehicle

11· ·repairs and conducts audits and inspections to ensure

12· ·vehicles are being properly deployed, repaired, and

13· ·maintained. The current fleet consists of 1,270 police

14· ·vehicles.

15· · · · CAPTAIN JOHNSON: The core responsibilities of Fleet

16· ·Management are to coordinate the purchase and deployment

17· ·of all department police vehicles maintain undercover

18· ·forfeiture, repair contracts, track, and record all

19· ·departmental motor vehicle accidents, place vehicles out

20· ·of service, i.e. retire them and coordinate the

21· ·preventative maintenance of all Detroit department

22· ·vehicles. I've enclosed some pictures of some of the

23· ·vehicles that we use, the majority of the vehicles that

24· ·we use. And as you can see, they range from fully marked

25· ·Ford Explorers to 30 series Ford Explorers and UCR



·1· ·traffic cars, vans, and our investigated vehicles. Also

·2· ·included are specialty vehicles, such as the Detroit

·3· ·Police Memorial car. We have a breast cancer awareness

·4· ·vehicle as well as a domestic violence awareness car. In

·5· ·the last four years, the fleet has deployed 478 mark and

·6· ·semi-mark scout cars, 113 investigator vehicles, 19

·7· ·community passenger vans, 7 detainee vans, 3 raid vans,

·8· ·and 2 cargo vans. Our upcoming deployment consists of 113

·9· ·mark and semi-marked scout cars. 70% of the pursuit

10· ·vehicles will be hybrids, 3 cargo vans, 54 unmarked

11· ·vehicles, 1 heavy-duty pickup truck, and 3 horse

12· ·trailers.

13· · · · CAPTAIN JOHNSON: Some of the successes that we had

14· ·in 2021 we deployed 103 marked and semi-marked scout cars

15· ·identified and assigned 63 NPO vehicles, deployed 48

16· ·defibrillators, equipped 15 vehicles with ballistic

17· ·paneling. We're responsible for equipping 23 vehicles

18· ·with radar. And since January we have actually removed

19· ·143 vehicles from service. Mr. Chair that concludes my

20· ·presentation. I'm ready if you have any questions, sir,

21· ·you and the Board. Thank you for your time.

22· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you very much, Captain Jevon

23· ·Johnson that was a pretty interesting report about the

24· ·state of the fleet within the Detroit Police Department.

25· ·Commissioners, do you have any questions for Captain



·1· ·Jevon Johnson, Commissioner Linda Bernard.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Just quickly. Thank you for

·3· ·the report. It's my understanding that some of the

·4· ·vehicles that you forfeit from people for racing and so

·5· ·forth are reused within the department by officers. Is

·6· ·that correct?

·7· · · · CAPTAIN JOHNSON: Yes.

·8· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: How many is that? How many.

·9· · · · CAPTAIN JOHNSON: Ma'am, I have to research that

10· ·against you the exact number, but I believe it's about

11· ·100.

12· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: One hundred. So are these

13· ·vehicles free of liens? For example, if a mother got her

14· ·son a charger and you forfeited it, but it's really in

15· ·her name and his name, it's still forfeited.

16· · · · CAPTAIN JOHNSON: Well, ma'am the prosecutor reviews

17· ·every case and the prosecutor forfeits the vehicles.

18· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright, thank you very much,

19· ·Commissioner Bernard. Does any other Commissioner have

20· ·any questions? I see Commissioner Annie Holt.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Thank you, Chair Jones. Thank

22· ·you, Captain Johnson. Now, as you were giving your

23· ·report, you also identified that within the fleet,

24· ·certain cars that are identified for unique services are

25· ·labeled. Now I believe the crisis intervention trainings



·1· ·are the vans or cars that are used for that operation

·2· ·also identified.

·3· · · · CAPTAIN JOHNSON: I don't believe they're identified,

·4· ·specifically as such. I do believe that some of the vans

·5· ·are marked community relations.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: So the crisis vans would be under

·7· ·that description.

·8· · · · CAPTAIN JOHNSON: But we don't have them individually

·9· ·identified as that.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Thank you so much.

11· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright. Thank you, Commissioner

12· ·Annie Holt. Commissioner William Davis, sir, do you have

13· ·any questions?

14· · · · COMMISSIONER Davis: Hello, can you hear me?

15· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Yes, much better.

16· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I know you mentioned

17· ·defibrillators. How many are deployment and have they

18· ·actually been able to help save someone's life, other

19· ·than the trained medical personnel being there to assist?

20· · · · CAPTAIN JOHNSON: Yes, sir. There are 48 deployed and

21· ·we have not received any reports of them being used as of

22· ·yet. I have not received any reports.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Okay, but I think it's good that

24· ·they are available.

25· · · · CAPTAIN JOHNSON: Thank you, sir.



·1· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright, Captain Johnson, we

·2· ·really thank you for your report and the information that

·3· ·you gave. That was especially important what you

·4· ·mentioned about the defibrillators because we know that

·5· ·having access to something like that in an emergency

·6· ·where a person can't get to a hospital, or they can't be

·7· ·adequate medical attention, given on the spot that it

·8· ·could be a lifesaver for. So we've heard a number of

·9· ·things about that over the past where they were used in

10· ·schools and other places where medical attention wasn't

11· ·being available. So Commissioner Davis put forth a very

12· ·good question for you. And I appreciate that question to

13· ·him. Thank you very much for participating Captain

14· ·Johnson. Okay. Also, we wanted to address, I'll make

15· ·mention on the record regarding Commissioner Burton's

16· ·inquiry that police response time to the address at 1325

17· ·Shane, we received information that the police response

18· ·was probably approximately about eight minutes to answer

19· ·his question. That response was about eight minutes. The

20· ·information was circulated to the Board and we wanted to

21· ·place that on the record. Now we move on to a second

22· ·presentation is going to be by our very own OCI Director,

23· ·Mr. Lawrence Akbar, are you prepared with your

24· ·presentation?

25· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: Oh yes, I am. Before I get



·1· ·started, good afternoon, Honorable Board.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONERS: Good afternoon, good afternoon, sir.

·3· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: DPD community and the residents

·4· ·of the City of Detroit, and I truly love where I work. I

·5· ·have had the honor of working for the community and the

·6· ·City of Detroit for over 44 years. I am Lawrence Akbar,

·7· ·the Interim Chief Investigator, Office of the Chief

·8· ·Investigator. In your package today, you have the Office

·9· ·of the Chief Investigators August 2021 citizen complaint

10· ·report. Okay, I'm waiting for my first slide to come up,

11· ·but I can move forward without it. I'll start then you

12· ·will catch up with me. The OCI received 98 complaints

13· ·during August of 2021, one less than that of August of

14· ·2020.

15· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: The next chart should show in

16· ·your packet units received citizens' complaints. This

17· ·chart shows how and where citizens' complaints are filed.

18· ·The majority of the complaints are filed via telephone.

19· ·19 of the 48 telephone calls during August would call to

20· ·OCI. Next slide, please. This chart shows a number of

21· ·complaints filed against commands, leading to complaints

22· ·received in August in this order, the 8th Precinct, the

23· ·12th Precinct, and the 10th Precinct. Next slide. 57

24· ·complaints closed in August involved 81 allegations. The

25· ·top two allegations as usual are procedure and demeanor.



·1· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: Next slide please. 29 incidents

·2· ·of the 57 complaints closed in August are complaints

·3· ·involving only telephone calls were [01:02:55 inaudible]

·4· ·check-up is not investigating a complaint correctly. In

·5· ·any case, they do not wear body-worn cameras. However, 28

·6· ·cases did involve a DPD member equipped with a body-worn

·7· ·camera. In August, all 28 incidents or captured on a

·8· ·body-worn camera. Just to let the general public know it

·9· ·is a violation of DPD policy when the incident is not

10· ·captured due to a member who fails to turn on their body-

11· ·worn camera during an investigation, turns on their body-

12· ·worn camera late, turns off the body-worn camera before

13· ·the investigation is completed, does not fit to have the

14· ·body-worn camera repaired, does not request that function

15· ·of the body-worn camera. And then when a member fails to

16· ·document the malfunction on their activity log sheet, if

17· ·an officer violates the department body-worn camera

18· ·policy, they may be subject to discipline, including, but

19· ·not limited to termination. Next slide, please.

20· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: 80 DPD members identified the

21· ·57 complaints closed in August. Going by rank, we had 65

22· ·police officers, 8 sergeants, and 3 corporals. Now, if

23· ·you look at the seniority you'll notice 20 police

24· ·officers had less than 2 years. 19 members had 3 to 4

25· ·years of service, 15 members with 5 to 19 years of



·1· ·service, and 18 officers from 20 to 29 years of service.

·2· ·Next slide, please. DPD calls for service complaints

·3· ·closed on August 52. DPD members, working the afternoon

·4· ·shift during their time of the incidence. 3 to 4 years of

·5· ·seniority, 13 officers involved less than 2 years, 1.

·6· ·Next slide, please. During my tenure as the Interim Chief

·7· ·Investigator from February 27th, 2020 to September 30th,

·8· ·2021, the Office of the Chief Investigate received 1,960

·9· ·complaints. We closed 1,433 complaints. We also addressed

10· ·87 FOIA requests during my tenure.

11· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: Next slide. I'm going to update

12· ·the Board and the community on OCI staff status.

13· ·Statistics year-to-date, OCI initiatives, and also

14· ·building stats. First of all my OCI investigators I know

15· ·have been vaccinated. None of our investigators at this

16· ·time suffer from COVID. We have 10 investigators and 3

17· ·supervisors all in the rotation process, working down

18· ·these cases that are over 90 and trying to keep up with

19· ·the current complaints that are coming in. I want to

20· ·congratulate investigator Hanna Hiller for being

21· ·appointed by the Honorable Board of Police Commissioner,

22· ·to OCI senior investigator on September 30th, 2021. Chair

23· ·Holley and the Board of Police Commissioners are looking

24· ·forward to conducting interviews regarding qualified

25· ·candidates for our police commission investigator. OCI



·1· ·statistics as of September 2021. September, we received

·2· ·109 CCRS.

·3· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: As of August 7th, 2021, we

·4· ·received 20 CCRS. For the total for the year 2021, we

·5· ·have received 1050 total CCRS. We closed 596. 727 cases

·6· ·are open pending investigation, complete investigations,

·7· ·506 of those are over 90 days pending investigations.

·8· ·With the investigators that have moved on to and get

·9· ·better jobs and the two that resigned, they left us a

10· ·total of 346 cases due to their separation. And we are

11· ·working hard to close those investigations. My technical

12· ·support team consisting of Acting, Supervising

13· ·Investigator Madrigal and Senior Investigator Hiller, in

14· ·consultation with the Interim secretary to the Board Ms.

15· ·White and her staff, we have worked on the following OCI

16· ·initiatives: community survey, with the assistance of Ms.

17· ·Blossom community relations coordinator, a community

18· ·survey will be created to see feedback with our customer

19· ·base regarding the service they received during the

20· ·investigative process. Technical support initiatives, the

21· ·OCI technical support team is continuing our work in

22· ·engaging with other civilian oversight organizations to

23· ·identify best practices regarding accessibility, design

24· ·of the OCI data, of OCI data. We are also continuing our

25· ·cooperation with the open data portal team to ensure our



·1· ·data is posted and in a user-friendly format and is

·2· ·accurate and up to date for public viewing. Regarding

·3· ·truck training, Acting Supervisor and Investigator Sloan

·4· ·and Interim Secretary to the Board are working on

·5· ·continuing to identify training initiatives for our staff

·6· ·members. Our goal is to remain in line with the best

·7· ·efficient practices regarding civilian oversight in law

·8· ·enforcement. It should also be noted that this Friday,

·9· ·the OCI staff is scheduled for investigative training.

10· ·Staff will receive a refresher course related to best

11· ·practices for completion of a thorough and comprehensive

12· ·case investigation reporting, using all available

13· ·technology. OCI has already engaged in professional

14· ·development training, offered by the city and other

15· ·training evolve in law enforcement and civilian

16· ·oversight.

17· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: Next, the OCI staff training

18· ·will begin receiving training through the health

19· ·management resources association to assure that as

20· ·oversight practitioners, we maintain our health and

21· ·wellbeing and remain informed about the best practices in

22· ·this area. DPD policy recommendations. OCI will make

23· ·recommendations to the department regarding supervisory

24· ·training where necessary, evolving the complaint and

25· ·training process. This goal is to enhance the complaint



·1· ·intake skills of DPD supervision, as it relates to the

·2· ·allegations identifiers that went through our data

·3· ·collection as system reducing delays and challenges in

·4· ·our investigative process, OCI database, the technical

·5· ·support team will continue to maintain and upgrade the

·6· ·OCI, CCI database to enhance data reporting and tracking

·7· ·trends and patterns related to the current advancement in

·8· ·policing. This will assist in addressing and responding

·9· ·to all requests for OCI data for the City of Detroit law

10· ·department, citizens' inquiries, and news media outlets'

11· ·requests for data under FOIA. Recruitment initiative. We

12· ·are currently in a collaboration meeting with Wayne State

13· ·University to facilitate OCI recruitment and an

14· ·engagement to share more information about civilian

15· ·oversight. We look forward to continuing the recruitment

16· ·and mentoring programs with other area universities to

17· ·enhance our internship and external program initiatives.

18· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: Now I'm going to do give you a

19· ·report on OCI building updates. First of all, as you're

20· ·well aware, our office received two OSHA complaints

21· ·received one on July 6th, 2021, and August the 10th of

22· ·2021. As an Interim Chief Investigator, I provide written

23· ·statements to each compliant with documentation. On

24· ·September 14th, 2021, I received a written response from

25· ·OSHA, and the letter states as follows: Dear Mr. Akbar,



·1· ·we have reviewed your response to our July 14th letter

·2· ·regarding alleged hazardous working conditions. Based on

·3· ·your response, we feel adequately assured that employee

·4· ·safety and health are not in jeopardy from the alleged

·5· ·condition. Thank you for your efforts to resolve this

·6· ·matter. Our July 14th, 2021 letter, and your response may

·7· ·be removed from your building's posting location. Last

·8· ·but not least, I want to let all the citizens know how

·9· ·important they are to this investigative process.

10· · · · By you filing your complaints, that's how we obtain

11· ·our data. And it also assists not only just the Board of

12· ·Police Commissioners and the OCI, but it also assists the

13· ·Detroit Police Department in terms of policy and changing

14· ·behavior, which is the most important thing as far as I'm

15· ·concerned that we changed the behavior. Now, there are

16· ·several ways that you can file, five different ways you

17· ·can file citizens' complaints. You can file them in

18· ·person. You can come over to my office at 900 Merrill

19· ·Plaisance, which is located at Palmer Park. You can also

20· ·call us between the hours of 8 AM and 4 PM and we'll take

21· ·your complaint. And the phone number is313-596-2499, 313-

22· ·596-2499 between the hours of 8 AM and 4 PM. However,

23· ·after 4 PM, you can leave a voicemail message just with

24· ·your name and telephone number, and someone from my staff

25· ·will get back to you the next business day.



·1· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: You can also fax us your

·2· ·complaint. 313-596-2482, 313-596-2482. You can also file

·3· ·a complaint online, www.detroitmi.gov/bopc. Again,

·4· ·www.detroitmi.gov/bopc, or you can file it any Detroit

·5· ·Police Department or Precinct in person, or you can call

·6· ·them on the phone. Any method you decide to use, just

·7· ·make sure that you request to speak to a supervisor for

·8· ·only a supervisor can take your complaint. I thank the

·9· ·Honorable Board for providing me the time and at this

10· ·time it'd be my pleasure to take any questions that you

11· ·may have.

12· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright Commissioners. Thank you

13· ·very much, Interim Chief Akbar for your report. It seems

14· ·very thorough and very well thought out. We've got to

15· ·open it up for the Commissioners to ask any questions

16· ·that they might want to ask OCI Akbar concerning his

17· ·report. Annie Holt, Commissioner,

18· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Thank you, Chair Jones. And thank

19· ·you, Interim Chief Akbar. I expected a high-quality

20· ·report, and of course, that's what we get. And as you

21· ·mentioned to the citizens they need to understand that

22· ·these complaints go a long way in changing behavior, and

23· ·to some degree, having an officer view by the Board is

24· ·whether or not that individual should receive a

25· ·promotion. Now Chief White mentioned, a couple of



·1· ·meetings ago, that his objective, obviously is to try to

·2· ·get to those officers who demonstrate poor policing

·3· ·before they get to a point of being suggested for a

·4· ·promotion. But again, the public needs to understand

·5· ·these complaints are very serious that they make, and

·6· ·they are being viewed by the Board as a way of assessing

·7· ·a law enforcer's character in terms of good policing. And

·8· ·on that note, on your citizen complaints, alleged

·9· ·commands, you have a high number of 33 and as identified

10· ·as initially unknown commands. And then you have a

11· ·footnote down here saying that they are resolved through

12· ·OCI investigative process. If it won't take a lot of

13· ·time, could we know the 1, 2, 3 of that process?

14· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: Well, they're able to

15· ·identify... the first thing they do when they get a case

16· ·anyway, they're going to try to make identification using

17· ·those body-worn cameras. They're going to look at all the

18· ·written documentation and based on the information that a

19· ·citizen may give them. We try to narrow it down and then

20· ·we nail it down by, Fleet Control just showed you the

21· ·different vehicles. So each vehicle has a code number to

22· ·it and when they give us that code number, we are able to

23· ·determine whether or not those individuals were

24· ·responsible.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: I'm reminded because I had a case



·1· ·and some kind of way the officer who apparently was

·2· ·speeding was identified. And I asked you, how did that

·3· ·happen? And you were able to help me understand that that

·4· ·code, I guess, in that vehicle identified the fact that

·5· ·that officer, in fact, had that car during that time. So

·6· ·thank you. I have my cases and they're due before the

·7· ·14th. I'm going to get them to you Monday. Thank you.

·8· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you very much. Commissioner

·9· ·Annie Holt. Commissioner Linda Bernard. Do you have a

10· ·question for OCI Akbar?

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes, and a comment. Last

12· ·evening Commissioner Bell and I participated in a

13· ·community forum. Most of that forum addressed the issues

14· ·of OCI, specifically that officers are not carrying their

15· ·body-worn cameras on them. We see that here from your own

16· ·report, in which you said 51% of the cases there was no

17· ·body-worn camera action, although they had citizen

18· ·contact. And the fact that this is becoming routine on

19· ·John-R, 7- mile, everywhere else, in terms of the police

20· ·department, this was a white gentleman that raised this.

21· ·His name is Boyle. He's actually a candidate for the

22· ·Board of Police Commissioners. So I'd like you to, you

23· ·know, to me, that's a violation. And it's something that

24· ·if there's a process that we should sustain the

25· ·complaint. Secondly, one of the things that they brought



·1· ·up to us last night, I didn't know this was that 33% of

·2· ·Detroiters do not have the internet. And it's very

·3· ·important that people be able to walk in and file a

·4· ·complaint. Again, Akbar, it's so important that that

·5· ·office be open and manned, and people can get in. I'm

·6· ·happy that you have decided... I suggested the community

·7· ·survey. I'd be delighted to see it. We have to send it

·8· ·out to everybody. It should be, you know, postage

·9· ·prepaid, so they can rate and evaluate our services.

10· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Bernard.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: This is important, Mr.

12· ·Chairman.

13· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Could you please give Mr. Akbar an

14· ·opportunity to answer your questions.

15· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I got that but with all due

16· ·respect, there's nothing more important that we do than

17· ·this issue. And we just attended this meeting last night.

18· ·I'm not trying to go on and on, but I do think that it's

19· ·important that we spend this time, particularly because

20· ·50% of the cases, the officers didn't have their body-

21· ·worn camera on. And then the only final point was that

22· ·you said you were identifying best practices. I

23· ·appreciate that. I recommended that as well, but the most

24· ·important thing, Mr. Chairman, in terms of this report

25· ·was that part of the report that Akbar gave, the most



·1· ·important part, in large measure, we didn't have a hard

·2· ·copy on. You said that there were 506 cases over 90 days.

·3· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Bernard, can you wrap

·4· ·it up, please?

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER BURNARD: I'm sorry. Okay. They're 506

·6· ·cases over 90 days, we've got like 1500 cases, I guess,

·7· ·all together. So we really need a plan on how you're

·8· ·going to do that and get it and get it done fairly

·9· ·quickly. Thank you.

10· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright, Interim Chief Akbar, I

11· ·hope you can remember the question. Go ahead and answer.

12· ·If you could.

13· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: It's a lot. First of all of the

14· ·report that I gave you today, was in August. Those

15· ·statistics are for August and according to the stats that

16· ·we have we only had, I don't have it right in front of

17· ·me, but the stats that I told you that all the body-worn

18· ·camera information was captured, it was captured. What I

19· ·spoke about earlier, maybe I didn't make it clear.

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I understand that part, I

21· ·understand that.

22· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: Detectives don't wear a body-

23· ·worn camera. Civilians that work for the department and

24· ·it may interact with the public at the desk. They don't

25· ·have body-worn cameras. And I was speaking in terms of



·1· ·them. Trust me, my investigators here that's one of the

·2· ·first things that we look for if they're on duty and they

·3· ·don't have them on, especially our marked units,

·4· ·especially our special ops units, and they don't have

·5· ·them on, even narcotics have to wear body-worn cameras.

·6· ·If they're not on, we don't hesitate to sustain them.

·7· ·With respect to OCI, we always have someone at the desk

·8· ·and it's not a problem for citizens to come in. As a

·9· ·matter of fact, we had a couple this week that came in

10· ·and we took care of, so that's never a problem, but doing

11· ·COVID and for the general public's convenience, sometimes

12· ·they should prefer just to call us or either call the

13· ·Precinct. You know, it's not that I'm discouraging or my

14· ·staff is discouraging anyone from coming to our station,

15· ·we have facilities here for them, for us to interview

16· ·them in private. So I would like for them to come up

17· ·here, but I mean, but it's their choice. It's not, you

18· ·know, I'm not doing anything to keep them from doing

19· ·that.

20· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. Thank you very much,

21· ·Commissioner Bernard, for your questions. Does anybody

22· ·else have a question?

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Yes, I do.

24· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Go ahead, Commissioner Burch, ask

25· ·your question.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: I thank the Chair and Mr. Akbar,

·2· ·I wanted to share with you, this really is not your

·3· ·problem, but it's something that Chief White, briefly

·4· ·sir, we discussed, the both of you. When you show a

·5· ·report like this that you sent us about the citizens'

·6· ·complaints and the alleged commands involved. When I look

·7· ·at No.11, so that's all I can go by, that's where I live.

·8· ·Let me share with you and see if this makes sense to you.

·9· ·You do your job but you cannot make people write a

10· ·complaint or come and make a complaint at a Precinct or

11· ·whatever. Got that, right? You can't make them go. Here's

12· ·my point. Many citizens do not report what they've seen,

13· ·what they go through every day. People do it out of fear.

14· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Sometimes the fear of the

15· ·criminal, may be intimidated by the officers. And then

16· ·the other thing that you have to look at is that many

17· ·people will call 11, some don't because they'll call and

18· ·they'll say it's busy, and they don't call back. So when

19· ·a citizen makes a complaint, say at No. 11, I'm just

20· ·using it as an example. If you make a complaint and

21· ·nobody gets back to you then that citizen begins to say,

22· ·oh, well, I didn't get any service. How many citizens do

23· ·you know are affected by that? You don't know. So

24· ·everybody that has a complaint, sir, does not go to the

25· ·Precinct or call or come over there where you are.



·1· ·There's got to be a better solution for citizens to not

·2· ·be afraid and to make a report. Do you see where I'm

·3· ·coming from, Mr. Akbar?

·4· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: I hear what you're saying, but

·5· ·I have a comment. Generally the complaint process, and I

·6· ·understand. Sometimes people are afraid to go to a police

·7· ·station. I can understand that. And that's why they use

·8· ·the telephone or they come here. Department policy is

·9· ·very strict about Detroit Police Department supervision,

10· ·including us taking complaints. If a person has a

11· ·complaint we're going to take it, okay. If somebody goes

12· ·into a police Precinct, they're going to take it. And if

13· ·they don't take it and we find out that they didn't take

14· ·it through an investigation, we ended up writing up the

15· ·supervisor at the Precinct for doing that. So there are

16· ·some safeguards in there, you know?

17· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Okay. I don't want to interrupt

18· ·you, but you're missing what I'm saying. It does not

19· ·always get back to you or the commander of that Precinct.

20· ·That's what I'm trying to share with you. You don't know

21· ·what people go through to make a complaint. Like I said,

22· ·some of them are afraid. They don't know who to talk to.

23· ·So that's the solution we got to work on together. Let

24· ·people speak out and get results. That's all I want to

25· ·say, that's all I had to say, Mr. Co-Chair.



·1· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright. Thank you very much,

·2· ·Commissioner Shirley Burch. Commissioner Willie Bell, do

·3· ·you have a question to comment for Interim Chief Akbar?

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: Thank you, Chairman. I have one

·5· ·question, then I have, I do my comments first. I just

·6· ·want to commend the Office of the Chief Investigator; you

·7· ·do an outstanding job of investigating and Commissioner

·8· ·Holt that is investigating. That's what they do, track

·9· ·stuff down. And the other part is that I want to commend

10· ·them all hands on deck. That was in reference to trying

11· ·to resolve this backlog of cases. So let us focus on

12· ·their mission and how they do it. And your administration

13· ·staff who had the desk to do an outstanding job. I just

14· ·want to say that we are undermanned, but we are doing an

15· ·outstanding job of trying to serve Detroit. Commissioner

16· ·Burch, we have come a long way in police, community

17· ·relations throughout the city of Detroit for the last 15

18· ·years, especially in the last 10 years. I don't think

19· ·people are intimidated by the police like we were in our

20· ·day. It is not the case, but I agree with you. We're

21· ·trying to do everything possible as Commissioners to go

22· ·out in the public and encouraged them to file a complaint

23· ·if they have a complaint. A whole lot of people give you

24· ·a narrative, but they don't have any facts or any

25· ·background. But we're working at that. My final question



·1· ·is, well, my question is we are getting complaints that

·2· ·are going into the Chief Office. That was some concern

·3· ·and referenced. You're not getting those claims. Are they

·4· ·address that issue? Because the charter says we handle

·5· ·all complaints. They are not separate entities. We handle

·6· ·all complaints, it does not say, can investigate, but

·7· ·there has to be a process, they inform my office.

·8· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Mr. Co-Chair, could I just since

·9· ·he addressed my name? I just want to do a rebuttal to

10· ·that to you, Commissioner Bell. In my day,

11· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Burch, I did not give

12· ·you the floor. Can you please hold on for a minute?

13· ·Commissioner Bell, were you done?

14· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: Yes, sir. Thank you.

15· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. OCI Akbar was there a

16· ·rebuttal to the Chair with an answer for Commissioner

17· ·Bell's comments?

18· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: Yes, but we investigate, which

19· ·the Board knows, but it's for the community. We

20· ·investigate all non-criminal complaints. So even if stuff

21· ·comes to the Chief's Office, they automatically forward

22· ·it to us. So that's what we do.

23· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. Alright. I just got a couple

24· ·of things I need to say is that the OCI presentations, we

25· ·generally always get a hard copy. That's given to us



·1· ·inside of our package that we are able to read every week

·2· ·for whatever reason last week that did not happen, but we

·3· ·did put a copy in it for you this week. So I hope that

·4· ·that satisfies everyone in attendance. The Board is

·5· ·continuously working on community outreach and engagement

·6· ·to inform the community about the work that we do in

·7· ·civilian oversight. And what are the complaints that

·8· ·we're investigating with the police department? The one

·9· ·thing that we do have is that we do have a staff that's

10· ·firmly committed to observing police with misconduct, get

11· ·citizens' complaints. Those things are in place, and they

12· ·are always investigated. As an investigation has to be

13· ·done on it and there's a very comprehensive report on the

14· ·investigation, also. I, tend to read a lot of the CCRS

15· ·that are in place right now. So I can see the different

16· ·levels that those investigations go through and who has

17· ·to sign off on those investigations before they can go

18· ·any further. So I can assure the public that everything

19· ·is being done to make sure that they have the information

20· ·that they need to see to it, to their complaints are

21· ·investigated in a manner that is consistent with the OCI.

22· ·So we've given the community a great deal of resources,

23· ·as far as how to contact, get in touch. They can do it

24· ·online, they can do it by telephone. They can go into

25· ·coming up to the station as well as other resources also.



·1· ·So we like to continuously put that out there for them as

·2· ·well. Commissioner Shirley Burch, you have one last

·3· ·question that you want to give. I'm going to give you one

·4· ·minute to read that question.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Thank you, Co-Chair. I just

·6· ·wanted to say in what Mr. Bell was speaking, Commissioner

·7· ·Bell, excuse me, was saying about times that it used to

·8· ·be when we were younger. I've always been taught to

·9· ·respect officers. I had no problem in that, the

10· ·generation I grew up in, but you're going to have people

11· ·that are not going to obey that law. So I was not

12· ·intimidated ever by police officers. I worked with them,

13· ·but I called it as I called it and they corrected me. I

14· ·received it, but it's never been like intimidation, Mr.

15· ·Bell, Commissioner Bell. We have to work together, it's a

16· ·new generation. It's new blood out there. That's all I'm

17· ·going to say. Thank you.

18· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright. Thank you very much.

19· ·Commissioner Shirley Burch. Alright. Next, we have a

20· ·report from the Interim Board Secretary.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman.

22· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Yes.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Commissioner Willie. Burton I

24· ·would like to weigh-in.

25· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Go ahead, Commissioner Burton. I



·1· ·didn't see your hand raise or anything but go ahead. If

·2· ·you have a question for OCI Akbar.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Absolutely. First of all, just

·4· ·like to start by saying I've been experiencing some

·5· ·technical issues today. I'm not sure if my colleagues

·6· ·have been advised, but I have been in communication with

·7· ·the Board.

·8· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: I have been informed.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Questions for the Interim Chief

10· ·Investigator. Why you never showed the category in your

11· ·report that goes 90 days later. And what is the timeframe

12· ·when you receive these complaints before you bring them

13· ·before the Board? And also we like to know how many

14· ·retired officers do you have to work in OCI. And also and

15· ·how many current DPD officers do you currently have that

16· ·you have over there in OCI and who authorized it?

17· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you, Commissioner. Burden.

18· ·Those were at least 4 questions that you had for Interim

19· ·Chief Akbar. Go ahead if you could Mr. Akbar, go ahead

20· ·and provide him with some answers here.

21· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: Okay. I'm going to try to

22· ·remember it if I could remember all that. As far as the

23· ·90 days situation, we have 90 days to complete an

24· ·investigation. That was granted to us by the DOJ, the

25· ·Department of Justice. Every time I give a report, I



·1· ·inform you of how many cases that we have over 90. You

·2· ·know, I'm very transparent, period. You know, about the

·3· ·number of cases that we had

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: I don't know. We don't know.

·5· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: Well, you must not read the

·6· ·material because I always bring that up every time I give

·7· ·a presentation. I don't hide anything. Did you have some

·8· ·more, did you have something else that you want to say?

·9· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Well I mean Commissioner Burton,

10· ·can you, excuse me one second.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Absolutely.

12· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: So on those last two questions

13· ·about personnel, demographics, and everything, you don't

14· ·have to answer those last two questions. He can put those

15· ·questions in writing and presented them to the Board so

16· ·we can get him the answers to those questions.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order, Mr. Chairman, I

18· ·mean, how many officers does he have working at OCI? I

19· ·think he can answer that. And also how many retired

20· ·officers worked as investigators for OCI and how many DPD

21· ·officers that we have currently worked over there and who

22· ·authorized it? Yes, he should answer that and he should

23· ·not have the... I mean, Mr. Chairman, I would like to

24· ·have that information by the next meeting for the,

25· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. We can get that information



·1· ·for you Commissioner Burton. That's no problem.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: But I really prefer him to

·3· ·address it today since he's on the stand, sir.

·4· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: I have your r presence and the

·5· ·Chair I was given this decision on. Okay. It's, I'd

·6· ·appreciate it if you can respect my decision and we'll

·7· ·get that information to you at a later date if that makes

·8· ·sense.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Next week, Mr. Chairman. By the

10· ·next Board meeting.

11· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright, good enough. And one

12· ·thing I have to add to what Mr. OCI Akbar says is that

13· ·from what I've seen in his report, it's a very

14· ·comprehensive report. He has given a number of ways that

15· ·we can take citizens' complaints. Citizen complaints are

16· ·something that we honed in on, we key on when oversight

17· ·committee for the police department or whatever. So we're

18· ·very serious about getting those answers to the citizens

19· ·of the City of Detroit that they need. If they have a

20· ·complaint, they have a negative experience. Then we

21· ·definitely want to investigate to see if that complaint

22· ·is valid or if there's something else that's going on. So

23· ·I can certainly appreciate the report that you gave Mr.

24· ·Akbar, and I thank you so much for the report that you

25· ·did give.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman, I just have one

·2· ·quick question for Mr. Akbar. Some of the complaints you

·3· ·say

·4· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Bernard, if you could

·5· ·make it one question, make it quick.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Your report says, 1, 2, 3, 4,

·7· ·the complaints were received in custody. What does that

·8· ·mean?

·9· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: In custody?

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: It says in custody, mode of

11· ·entry, in custody, one from the Fifth Precinct, one from

12· ·the Sixth Precinct, one from the10th, one from the

13· ·Eleventh.

14· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: In custody would mean that

15· ·maybe they were arrested and then they filed a complaint

16· ·or they filed a complaint at the Precinct when they were

17· ·arrested.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay. So they have actually

19· ·been arrested by the

20· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you, Commissioner Bernard.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Thank you.

22· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: We appreciate you.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman. Can I raise one

24· ·last question? I'll make it really quick.

25· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Well, you know, if you can make it



·1· ·really quick, go ahead, Commissioner Burton.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

·3· ·Question, why do you not show in your report the list and

·4· ·breakdown of the police misconduct. I mean, your report,

·5· ·we will love to see that and why not are these reports

·6· ·are not listed on the city website far as the Board of

·7· ·Police Commissioners?

·8· · · · INTERIM CHIEF AKBAR: They're listed in closed

·9· ·investigations, Commissioner Burton.

10· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Akbar.

11· ·Alright, then I guess next I'm going to have the report

12· ·from the Interim Board Secretary and Interim Board

13· ·Secretary, are you prepared to give me a report now?

14· · · · MS. WHITE: Yes. Through the Chair, Honorable Board,

15· ·and community, please refer to the agenda for the

16· ·incoming information for this week, which includes the

17· ·following, the weekly DPD facial recognition technology

18· ·report. Also, the Board received the project green light

19· ·report as of October 1st. And please note that all of

20· ·these reports that are transmitted to the Board of Police

21· ·Commissioners are immediately posted on the Board's web

22· ·page for the public's inspection. Also, the Board

23· ·received several standard reports, including, but not

24· ·limited to the report on March 4th, 2020, the round table

25· ·on homicides and non-fatal shootings. And just note this



·1· ·was research-related, but as staff begins to prepare for

·2· ·the next community forum, as requested by the BOPC,

·3· ·please review the report and complete the survey that was

·4· ·sent a couple of weeks prior. Also, the Board received

·5· ·the NICOLES important updates regarding today's last

·6· ·session.

·7· · · · MS. WHITE: And then the NICOLES annual membership

·8· ·reminder. The meeting will be held tomorrow and also

·9· ·NACOLES, 2021 election of officers. The Board also

10· ·received information concerning the personnel packet on

11· ·all of the Board's, vacancies. You received those

12· ·documents and a hard copy this week, and also city HR

13· ·just transmitted an email update for your information. So

14· ·please take a look at your emails for that. And for the

15· ·record, I would just like to note again, that all OCI

16· ·data, the presentations that are given each month, and

17· ·all of the Board’s reports that are derived from the

18· ·department, all of that information is posted to the

19· ·Board's, web page. If anyone has any issues with

20· ·accessing that information or needs assistance with

21· ·locating those documents, please contact the Board's

22· ·office for further assistance. And Mr. Chair, if I could

23· ·also acknowledge the staff members who were in attendance

24· ·today just for the record they are as follows:

25· · · · MS. WHITE: Mr. Robert Brown Administrative



·1· ·Specialist, Ms. Theresa Blossom, Community Relations

·2· ·Coordinator, Ms. Jonya Underwood, Administrative

·3· ·Assistant Investigator, Tiffany Stewart, Director,

·4· ·Katrina Patillo, Director of Police Personnel, Assistant

·5· ·Corporation, Counsel, Ericka Savage Whitley, Interim

·6· ·Chief Investigator Akbar, Supervising Investigator

·7· ·Ainsley Cromwell's, Acting Supervising Investigator

·8· ·LiSonya Sloan, Acting, Supervising Investigator Rosalia

·9· ·Madrigal, Investigator Markita Stanton, investigator

10· ·Ellen Counts, Investigator Pastella Williams,

11· ·Investigator Jessica Hunter, and also a former

12· ·investigator excuse me, right? Retired investigator

13· ·Roslyn Banks. And then just to know the DPD personnel

14· ·that I did not have an opportunity to call earlier.

15· ·Deputy Chief Mark Bliss, Deputy Chief Rudy Harper, and

16· ·Ms. Shelia McBride from the Chief's Office were also in

17· ·attendance. Thank you.

18· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you so very much Board

19· ·Secretary Melanie, White. And I would just like to add

20· ·that our Board staff does an incredible job of gathering

21· ·information, bringing the information to this Board,

22· ·getting it to us and emails, putting it in our package,

23· ·and assembling all this information so that we can have

24· ·it and be prepared from our board meetings. So I would

25· ·like to say thank you to each and every one of you for



·1· ·the hood, for the good job, and the hard work that you

·2· ·do. Okay. Alright. We're going to move on into unfinished

·3· ·business. Is there. Is any unfinished business. Moving on

·4· ·to new businesses?

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chair.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: He had his hand. Oh, I'm sorry.

·7· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: I didn't see. I was looking down.

·8· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: I just want to piggyback what Ms.

·9· ·White said about the NACOLE conference to general meeting

10· ·started at one o'clock tomorrow, as you're well aware. I

11· ·am seeking reelection to the Board as Board member, At-

12· ·Large. I represent this Board of Police Commissioner on

13· ·that Board in terms of having that seat. So I think it's

14· ·crucial that we maintain this seat for another three-year

15· ·term with God's blessing. So I need your votes.

16· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Isn't this to the bylaws?

17· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: No, sir. This is NACOLES.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: You're still campaigning.

19· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: Excuse me.

20· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: - Commissioner Davis, if you can

21· ·hold on for a second, you didn't get the floor.

22· ·Commissioner Bell, if you can continue,

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: This is NACOLES. It's has nothing

24· ·to so. We've been involved forever and it's sort of

25· ·crucial that we are aware of that fact. So that's why I'm



·1· ·making you aware that the conference visual star tomorrow

·2· ·at one o'clock, we've been doing the workshop all this

·3· ·time. So hopefully you let the Board Secretary know that

·4· ·you are going to be in attendance in some form or another

·5· ·in terms of and deal support. Thank you. I sort of lost

·6· ·my thought on the second issue, but I just want to say

·7· ·that what you said, Commissioner Jones, that our staff

·8· ·are doing outstanding jobs. We, the only board in the

·9· ·State of Michigan, perhaps in the nations, especially

10· ·when it comes down to oversight than meet weekly. So they

11· ·give us the material we prepare, they prepare, so we

12· ·should be informed, but NACOLES is a very important part

13· ·of what we do. We own the cutting edge of what's

14· ·happening in DC with the adjuster department DOJ, the

15· ·attorney general, and the president vice-president he ran

16· ·it up to the commissioner. Now, whenever with oversights,

17· ·I just want to remind individuals who talking about best

18· ·practices. So we need to be involved and know best

19· ·practices, be involved with best practice. Thank you, Ms.

20· ·CIF.

21· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you, sir. Commissioner

22· ·Davis, we definitely want to hear from what's on your

23· ·mind.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I think this is a clear

25· ·violation. He should not be using city resources for



·1· ·personal gain. He's campaigning. This should be

·2· ·disallowed. This should not be allowed. He knows better.

·3· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. Now I'll tell you what we'll

·4· ·do for you Commissioner Davis. We'll explore that and we

·5· ·will get an answer to you by next week. Is that good for

·6· ·you?

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: That' would be a good start.

·8· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you, sir. We appreciate your

·9· ·comments. Alright. Next, we to have.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair, for new

11· ·business.

12· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: New business. Okay. Commissioner

13· ·Burton, you have the floor.

14· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Thank you. I'd like to put a

15· ·motion on the floor due to the fact that we have our

16· ·internet divide here in the City of Detroit. I believe

17· ·one of the Commissioners stated in this meeting that we

18· ·still have 30 to 60%, I'd say it's probably more than

19· ·that wake-up every day and poverty that, you know, are

20· ·experiencing difficulties getting into these meetings.

21· ·And so I moved that we raised public comments from two

22· ·minutes to three minutes per speaker, during public

23· ·comments due to the fact that we have our internet divide

24· ·and we are still in a virtual setting.

25· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright. The motion has been



·1· ·properly made. Is there a second?

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Second.

·3· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: All right.

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER CARTER: Mr. Chair.

·5· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Yes.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER CARTER: I move that we postpone the

·7· ·motion that was just made indefinitely.

·8· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: I second that motion.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Second.

10· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: This calls for a roll call vote.

11· ·Ms. White, would you be able to do that roll call vote?

12· · · · MS. WHITE: Through the Chair. Commissioner Bernard =

13· ·Yes.

14· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Burch =Yes.

15· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Bell = Yes.

16· · · · MS. Commissioner Burton = No.

17· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Carter = Yes.

18· · · · Ms. WHITE: Commissioner Davis = No.

19· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Hernandez = Yes.

20· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner Holt = Yes.

21· · · · MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair = Yes.

22· · · · MS. WHITE: There were 7 = Yes votes and 2 = No

23· ·votes. The motion passed.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman, my final motion

25· ·for today. I moved that we go back to having hybrid



·1· ·meetings especially in this type of climate that we're

·2· ·in.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: What is a hybrid meeting?

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Where you had Commissioners

·5· ·meeting in-person and you had Commissioners that wanted

·6· ·to be virtual? Due to the fact that people are still

·7· ·having internet difficulties but we are officers that

·8· ·really want to be accessible to the people and for

·9· ·transparency. And so I moved that, you know, we go back

10· ·to having the in-person as well as the Zoom meetings. Do

11· ·I have a second from any of my colleagues?

12· · · · ASSISTANT CORPORATION COUNSEL WHITLEY: Mr. Chair, if

13· ·I may interject?

14· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Please go ahead.

15· · · · ASSISTANT CORPORATION COUNSEL WHITLEY: So just to

16· ·clarify Commissioner Burton's statements a little bit. We

17· ·didn't have hybrid meetings. What we had was a

18· ·commissioner who had a medical excuse not to attend. At

19· ·the time when the order was released and the whole body

20· ·was required to meet in person. We just had one who

21· ·requested a medical exception. So there was no hybrid, it

22· ·was just one medical exception.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Okay. So

24· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you very much.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: So I moved that we have hybrid



·1· ·meetings where you can have an option for those that

·2· ·whether they want to be in person, as well as for those

·3· ·that prefer to be virtual. I think we can actually have

·4· ·both components due to the Commissioner’s circumstances

·5· ·and understanding. And so I'd just like to ask my

·6· ·colleagues, does anyone second that because we are here

·7· ·to represent our community. And today I had issues

·8· ·getting into the meeting today and so there are other

·9· ·Commissioners that are having challenges getting into

10· ·these meetings. And so, you know, we want to represent

11· ·our community.

12· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Well, let me just say, let me say

13· ·this.

14· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Chair Jones, is there a second?

15· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Second.

16· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: He didn't call you.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: I'm sorry.

18· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright. Now I was speaking to

19· ·them. I do have something I do want to say. With regard

20· ·to people getting on the media, all of the Commissions

21· ·with the exception, maybe one of them did not have a

22· ·problem getting on. The invitation is open through our IT

23· ·department to discuss anybody who's having any kind of

24· ·problems, computers, cell phones, or whatever you may

25· ·take. They're open to having any kind of problems, they



·1· ·have resolved. Any problems that I've had, I've had those

·2· ·problems resolved and Commissioner, you would need to

·3· ·avail yourself of the help that's available to you

·4· ·because you have this problem every single solitary week.

·5· ·So I would advise that you go ahead, get with the IT

·6· ·department who can help you solve your issues getting on.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

·8· ·I'd like for you to call for a discussion, but point of

·9· ·order to those remarks,

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chair.

11· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Yes, sir.

12· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: I think the Chair can rule that

13· ·motion out of order because it would be contrary to the

14· ·policy that we are operating on in the City of Detroit.

15· ·You know what I'm not sure what this thing is about a

16· ·hybrid meeting and we already had our counsel to weigh

17· ·in. I am going to rule that motion out of order.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order, Mr. Chairman. I

19· ·did put a motion on the floor. That motion was properly

20· ·second. I also called for discussion. You did not go into

21· ·discussion, but more importantly, the motion has been

22· ·properly supported and I'd like to call for the vote Mr.

23· ·Chairman.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Discussion.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: I think the Chair can still rule.



·1· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Yes, exactly. I'm still going to

·2· ·rule that motion is out of order.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: You all haven't been called on

·4· ·by the Chair.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

·6· ·I'd like for you to call the parliamentarian or the city

·7· ·law department in this right now because this is

·8· ·disenfranchising a hundred thousand people that live in

·9· ·this district.

10· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Wait a minute. Stop right there.

11· ·This is not a political platform. Alright. [01:51:52

12· ·crosstalk/inaudible] Excuse me, this is your first

13· ·warning. Number two. I'm going to ask you to stop for a

14· ·second while the Chair speaks. All right. I rule right

15· ·now that, that motion is going to be out of order. If you

16· ·want to bring it back next week, when we've gotten

17· ·clarification on it, you're free to do so but as of right

18· ·now, I'm going to rule that that motion is out of order.

19· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order. I asked you to

20· ·call the parliamentarian to weigh in now, or the Board's

21· ·attorney.

22· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Burton, the ruling

23· ·from the Chair is that the motion is out of order. You

24· ·need to respect that decision. Okay. We're going to move

25· ·on.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order, Mr. Chairman,

·2· ·every week a motion is -

·3· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Willie Burton, this

·4· ·is your third warning -

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman, move to adjourn,

·6· ·I mean, to go to public comment, pardon me?

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Okay, thank you. Comments,

·8· ·please. Chair Jones.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: It is Co-Chair.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: You are suppressing on

11· ·democracy.

12· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Mr. Robert Brown, we're going to

13· ·go to public announcements.

14· · · · Mr. ROB BROWN: Yes. Good afternoon, Mr. Chair, the

15· ·BOPC virtual meeting upcoming. The next meeting is on

16· ·October 14th, at 3:00 PM with the Seventh Precinct

17· ·presenting. And after that October the 21st at 3:00 PM.

18· ·And Mr. Chair from that, if there's, oh, I have one more

19· ·announcement. During the national faith in the blue

20· ·weekend, the Eleventh Precinct, presents prayer for peace

21· ·memorial, which will be held Saturday, October 9th, 2021

22· ·at noon at Halic and Arlington and Mr. Chair from, I go

23· ·to public comments, if that's okay.

24· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright. You know what, can you

25· ·give me just one second, Mr. Brown? That's what's up, I



·1· ·just wanted to say something because, during the course

·2· ·of the meeting or whatever, it appeared to me that I

·3· ·received a couple of ideas. One from Chief White as a

·4· ·matter of fact, and some others. What I want to do is

·5· ·just as a reminder, the public's reminded to follow the

·6· ·Zoom policies and the Board's bylaws during public

·7· ·comments, inappropriate language or language use

·8· ·inappropriately to attack anyone may result in removal

·9· ·from the meeting. Also, our goal here is the move, the

10· ·needle in a positive direction. I want to change the

11· ·narrative of what public comments are meant to be. We all

12· ·live in the city and are striving to make our living

13· ·conditions better. We want your ideas; we would like your

14· ·suggestions on how we can work together in our city. With

15· ·that in mind, we will go to public comments from there.

16· ·Thank you very much. Mr. Brown, you may proceed with

17· ·public comments.

18· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Thank you, Mr. Chair, your first

19· ·three speakers would be Ms. Bernie Smith followed by Ms.

20· ·Brenda Hill followed by the caller with the last three

21· ·numbers 402. Ms. Smith.

22· · · · MS. SMITH: I cannot believe it could not last, the

23· ·peace in that meeting. I could not believe it. And I had

24· ·prayed that it would stay peaceful and decent. I'm so

25· ·sorry. I did not... I was asked to run for this



·1· ·particular district and I said, no, I'm too old. But I'll

·2· ·be darn if I should have run just what a heck of it,

·3· ·because of the fact we need decency in this district and

·4· ·we do not have it with that commissioner. He is so

·5· ·disrespectful to everybody that sits at that seat and I'm

·6· ·sick and tired of it. I have been down at the, as most of

·7· ·you know, down at Greektown. I've been surveying and I've

·8· ·been talking with the police down there and they've been

·9· ·doing a darn good job. Believe me and take my word for

10· ·it. I've talked with most of them and they do respect me

11· ·when I'm coming down there and they speak to me and say

12· ·how they're doing it so forth.

13· · · · MS. SMITH: What in particular police that I must

14· ·tell you about. He has worked almost 12 hours. I felt

15· ·sorry for him when he told me that because I told him I

16· ·would try my best and I mean it to my heart for them to

17· ·get a raise. The police need a raise guys, and I'm

18· ·telling you, they have worked so hard and so many hours.

19· ·And I feel as though they deserve it. I thought about

20· ·this last year, not only now, but I thought about it last

21· ·year. Now with me being so involved with them, seeing

22· ·them every weekend, when I go down there, I think they're

23· ·doing a hell of a good job. And we do have to consider

24· ·them and think about them. When they put that uniform on,

25· ·they're risking their lives for us. We don't realize it,



·1· ·but they're going out there every day.

·2· · · · MS. SMITH: So let's give them a break and let's

·3· ·think about giving them a raise because they deserve it.

·4· ·I haven't seen anyone down there that I don't think needs

·5· ·one. They walked the payment down there. You should see

·6· ·them, I see them. And we should consider them and give

·7· ·them a raise because they knew it. Look at their

·8· ·contract. They told me about the contract. I'm not going

·9· ·into all the details about it because I can't remember

10· ·it, but I think we need to give them a raise. And next

11· ·and last, we need to cut that mic off on that particular

12· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright.

13· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next speaker will be

14· ·Ms. Brenda Hill. Ms. Hill.

15· · · · MS. HILL: Yes. Can you, can you hear me laughing?

16· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Yes, ma'am yes. Martin Jones, you

17· ·don't have the right to tell the public how and what they

18· ·can say in public comments. You sound crazy and like a

19· ·fool, which you are. You can say,

20· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: That's it. Mr. Brown, would you

21· ·stop that mic?

22· · · · MS. HILL: You had 2 hours.

23· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: The rules were made clear. Please

24· ·stop it right now. Alright. We're going to go on to the

25· ·next speaker.



·1· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Caller with the last three numbers

·2· ·402.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman, this is

·4· ·Commissioner Burton speaking.

·5· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Mr. Burton, you do not have the

·6· ·floor. I'm not giving you the floor. This is public

·7· ·comment.

·8· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Give Ms. Brenda Hill back her

·9· ·minute and a half, her time back. What you did, this is

10· ·shutting down democracy.

11· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: That's your third warning, Burton

12· ·that is your third warning. I'm going to stop right now.

13· ·I'm going to take a vote to sanction you.

14· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON Community activism -

15· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chairman, I move that we

16· ·remove Commissioner Burton.

17· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright, the motion's been moved.

18· ·Can I have a second? Is there a second?

19· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD?: What's the motion?

20· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: The motion was to mute

21· ·Commissioner Burton.

22· · · · COMMISSIONER CARTER: Support.

23· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. Roll call vote.

24· · · · ASSISTANT CORPORATION COUNSEL WHITLEY: Mr. Chair, if

25· ·I may?



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Somebody asked if they had

·2· ·something to say.

·3· · · · ASSISTANT CORPORATION COUNSEL WHITLEY: I just want

·4· ·to make it in line with the bylaws,

·5· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Thank you, Ms. Whitley, please.

·6· · · · ASSISTANT CORPORATION COUNSEL WHITLEY: is to remove

·7· ·him from the meeting. That is under the bylaws, is to

·8· ·remove him from the meeting. You can do that by muting,

·9· ·but just to make sure it's verbalized by vote.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chairman, I move that we

11· ·remove him from the meeting.

12· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright. Is there a second?

13· · · · COMMISSIONER CARTER: Support.

14· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: All right. Roll call vote.

15· · · · MS. WHITE: Commissioner,

16· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: There is no discussion?

17· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman, it's very

18· ·improper and I call for the Board's attorney to weigh in

19· ·that we had a citizen,

20· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Discussion.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: who was just speaking and she

22· ·just got cut off. That's totally unacceptable in the

23· ·black community.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER CARTER: Can we have the vote if there's

25· ·no discussion?



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Discussion.

·2· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner William Davis.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I think this whole action is

·4· ·most, most... This is very bad. I think we should, you

·5· ·know, we should not deny somebody, their ability to do

·6· ·public comment. I think this is wrong on so many levels.

·7· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Well, at this particular point, we

·8· ·are talking about discussing a motion to remove Willie

·9· ·Burton from the meeting. He's only been in the meeting a

10· ·half an hour yet; he continues to disrupt the meeting in

11· ·the time that he's been there. So the vote is on the

12· ·table or the discussion is on the table about Willie

13· ·Burton.

14· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: I'm a Commission, Chairman

15· ·Bell, I mean Chairman.

16· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: If there is no other discussion,

17· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: The motion is very improper a

18· ·citizen was just shut down.

19· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: I'm ready for the vote.

20· ·Commissioner Annie Holt, how do you vote? Commissioner

21· ·Annie Holt. Commissioner Jesus Hernandez? Mr. Brown are

22· ·they able to hear me?

23· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Yes, sir.

24· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Alright. Commissioner William

25· ·Davis = certainly, No.



·1· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Lisa Carter = Yes.

·2· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Willie Burton = No.

·3· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Willie Bell = Yes.

·4· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Shirley Burch = No.

·5· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Linda Bernard = No.

·6· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Darryl Brown. Not

·7· ·here.

·8· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Vice-Chair Martin Jones = Yes.

·9· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Commissioner Holt = Yes.

10· · · · MS. WHITE: There were 4 = Yes votes, 4 = No votes.

11· ·The motion failed due to it being a tie.

12· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. The information I've been

13· ·given just now is the motion failed due to it being a

14· ·tie. Alright. We're going go back to,

15· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Through the Chair.

16· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Who is speaking?

17· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: This is Commissioner

18· ·Hernandez.

19· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Yes, sir.

20· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: I don't believe I got a

21· ·chance. I maybe missed that portion or, was I called?

22· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Yes. Commissioner Hernandez, what

23· ·is your vote?

24· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: My vote would be = Yes.

25· · · · MS. WHITE: 5 Yes votes. The motion pass.



·1· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. We have 5 yes votes and the

·2· ·motion passed.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Point of information. Do we need

·4· ·a supermajority for that?

·5· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: I'm sorry.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: No.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Do we need a supermajority for

·8· ·that?

·9· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: No, not at all. Alright. We're

10· ·moving on with public comments. All right, Mr. Brown, if

11· ·you can tell us who's next.

12· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Yes. Caller with the last three

13· ·numbers 402. Mr. Chair, I'll go to the next speaker. Oh,

14· ·there she goes. Caller with the last three numbers 402.

15· ·I'll go to the next caller, Mr. Chair, Mr. Steven Boyle.

16· · · · MR. BOYLE: There we go. Okay, I believe I'm unmuted

17· ·at this time. Thank you. My name is Steven Boyle. I live

18· ·in district 3. I actually live on John- R, which

19· ·thankfully is on the Trunk line for the internet. One of

20· ·the issues that I believe is heavily disputed at this

21· ·time is the ability of the public who may be lacking

22· ·internet access to have access to these meetings of the

23· ·Police Board of Commissioners. The problem is, we have a

24· ·33% inaccessible, it's basically the internet at high-

25· ·speed access to be able to watch the video and hear audio



·1· ·is unavailable for that many people in this community.

·2· ·The community it served. I also want to bring another

·3· ·mention here. I was looking around for the facial

·4· ·recognition reports online, and I noticed that there are

·5· ·a few of them that are mislabeled on the dates, and they

·6· ·don't go any further than March 2001. There's nothing for

·7· ·the last six months online, Ms. White, if you could

·8· ·please rectify this problem. I brought this up last week

·9· ·with a written comment. I don't know that it was actually

10· ·written or brought to the record. I looked at the minutes

11· ·from the last meeting and it looks like things ended in a

12· ·mess and it looks like that's happening again this time,

13· ·I really recommend this body follow parliamentary

14· ·procedure.

15· · · · MR. BOYLE: And if you had a hybrid meeting, which is

16· ·very possible because the state has ruled those persons

17· ·who are vaccinated can meet together without mass in the

18· ·same room. There's no problem with that provided you're

19· ·all vaccinated. The thing is, why are we having this

20· ·level of discord in this body? This is supposed to be a

21· ·police, a peacekeeping body.

22· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next speaker will be

23· ·Mr. Eric Blunt.

24· · · · MINISTER BLUNT: Can you hear me, Board?

25· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes.



·1· · · · MINISTER BLUNT: Good. This is Minister Eric BLUNT

·2· ·from Sacred Heart Church. Commissioner Bell stated last

·3· ·night that I never have anything good to say about this

·4· ·Board, but I prayed for this Board's safety as this Board

·5· ·return to in-person meeting against the health

·6· ·department's guidelines. Any pleasant comments, in your

·7· ·opinion, are going to have to be earned. Commissioner

·8· ·Bell and I will forever disagree on the role of this

·9· ·Board. One point of fact that is on my side and which is

10· ·hopefully clear now is that the city charter has for at

11· ·least nine years stated that this Board is not in charge

12· ·or a leader of the police department. So to behave in

13· ·various ways to be cheerleaders and to feel obligated to

14· ·increase the morale of the police department is just

15· ·wrong. In regards to the OCI presentation, the number one

16· ·filing classification of a complaint is unknown commands.

17· ·Please put yourselves in the citizen's shoes. When you're

18· ·in your car and you stop by the police, the squad car is

19· ·parked behind you. Both officers stand behind you. So if

20· ·a citizen feels that they have been mistreated, it's

21· ·nearly impossible for a citizen to identify an officer or

22· ·a squad car. So as a possible solution, officers should

23· ·hand the citizens, their business cards as they demand a

24· ·license, registration, and proof of insurance. I guess

25· ·that's all I really have for now that my time is almost



·1· ·up. Thank you for listening,

·2· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next speaker will be,

·3· ·Overwith.

·4· · · · OVERWITH: Whoa. Wow. Now you can't say you heard the

·5· ·truth and it sounds like she was telling anything that

·6· ·was untrue. It sounded like she was talking about getting

·7· ·straight to it and talking about the truth. The truth of

·8· ·out is this whole clown, stop, let me stop because I need

·9· ·to use my time wisely. I would like everybody within

10· ·earshot, everybody that can hear my voice. In 1997, my

11· ·aunt died. It is what I called, was murdered by the

12· ·Detroit Police Department and they tried to cover it up.

13· ·We are in 2021 case number 20-1112, the murder of

14· ·Keneisha Coleman. Keneisha Coleman was murdered and the

15· ·Detroit Police Department has covered up the murder by

16· ·having to label a suicide due to some information that

17· ·they gleaned or gathered months after the incident from

18· ·who knows where and how. Lawrence Akbar just got on here

19· ·and gave a report.

20· · · · OVERWITH: I have taken exception to it because I

21· ·have a 20-minute recording of him disregarding the city

22· ·charter, disregarding his oath to the public, and

23· ·advocating all his authority over Willie Bell, the man

24· ·with the one person towing commission. Now, Martin Jones,

25· ·I'm going to tell you as chairperson, I got a 40-year



·1· ·reputation out here in this world, in the City of

·2· ·Detroit, Detroit City. And these city streets of being

·3· ·100. I'll put that against you or any other member of

·4· ·this Board of Police Commission. I've dealt with matters,

·5· ·important matters, real matters, matters sometimes

·6· ·involving life and death. No badge, no good. And I'm

·7· ·still 100, still breathing, still walking around the City

·8· ·of Detroit. You don't hold a candle to that.

·9· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair, would you like me to go

10· ·back to caller 402?

11· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Yes. You can go back

12· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Call with the last three numbers 402.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chair, can we move on?

14· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair, that was your last speaker

15· ·because she's unmuted, but we can't hear.

16· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: Okay. Alright. Just a couple of

17· ·things that I wanted to add. On the Board's website, we

18· ·find the meeting calendar. The public may go to news and

19· ·events and obtain any information that they're looking

20· ·for or click on DPD's facial recognition reports to

21· ·locate that information. Also, I'd like to add to the

22· ·record for the motion that was made that for Commissioner

23· ·Burton, pursuant to article 11, code of content, section

24· ·B is the reason for the basis of the motion I made to

25· ·terminate his or to silence his microphone. And with that



·1· ·conclusion, I believe I'll entertain the motion to

·2· ·dismiss.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: I move that we adjourn.

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Second.

·5· · · · VICE-CHAIR JONES: All right. Thank you very much for

·6· ·attending. All right, everybody. I appreciate your help.

·7· ·I appreciate your attending this meeting and have a great

·8· ·day.

·9· · · · · · · ·(Meeting Adjourned at 5:17p.m.)
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